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I do not disagree with the proposal to rationalise the number of District Councillors. Having had
the experience as a Town Council Chair and of the levels of case work generated by 2 wards in
a town of 8000 + residents and visitors, I see this as a potentially positive step. However, I
think it is a shame the proposal has not sought to address boundary anomalies. In Cromer and
many other locations, these anomalies exist where a household is logically part of one parish,
but pays it's Council taxes and votes in another. These only serve to confuse and exclude
residents, who may not understand the roles and responsibilities of their Local Authorities or
"the Council", in areas where multi-tier Local Government Exists. The Anomalies relevant to
Cromer exist on Bittern Rise, Ridgeway, Stevens Road, Finch Close, & Nightingale Close.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Dear Sir/Madam
We would like to express the opinion that as residents of Fakenham Lancaster North we need 2 district councillors at
North Norfolk District Council, not just one.
Kind Regards
Sarah and Robby Alcott
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Comment text:

Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead have always been collectively known as The Three Villages.
Our community has built a shared village hall in Neatishead, we have bought, refurbished and
run our own village shop with volunteers from all three villages and our churches are all in the
same benefice of St Bennet. We regularly attend each others' church. When the pub in
Neatishead closed a resident of Irstead bought it and re-opened a refreshed pub and micro
brewery which is managed by residents from Barton Turf. We all vote in our village hall, which
is central to the three villages. The proposed boundary change for Neatishead to be in Hoveton
makes no sense given that Hoveton is building many new housing estates which will increase
their population by far more than the population of small rural village of Neatishead. Spiritually
and culturally Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead have always been as one community. Please
do not tear our community apart in this way and reconsider your proposal by either putting
Neatishead in Tunstead or by putting Barton Turf and Irstead in Hoveton so that we can
continue to be together.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

For the attentionof Mr Dan Carlsson-Hyslop and Richard Buck
Gentlemen
We are concerned to learn that there is a proposal to separate Neatishead parish from the parishes of Barton Turf
and Irstead. Whilst there is clearly a need to monitor electoral arrangements, it is impossible to see any benefit from
this proposal.
The parishes of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead form a single cohesive and successful community sharing the
community owned village shop, the pub, the New Victory Hall and supporting a wide range of shared services and
social activities. This cohesion arises from both a long historical association as well as the close geographical
association coming from the contiguous location of the three parishes within the boundaries of Barton Broad, the
River Ant and the main Wroxham to Stalham road.

The proposal would split the present single coherent area into three separate unrelated and largely unviable rural
areas with the associated risk of reduction in services and increase in isolation. It would also damage democracy at
the local level by imposing two or three separate District councillors where the present single councillor is able to
address the common issues.

We would urge you to reconsider this proposal as there are no potential advantages but a multitude of disadvantages.

Please could you confirm your receipt of this message and that due consideration will be given to these issues.

Yours sincerely
Frances Tubbs Arthur and James Arthur

-Fan Tubbs-Arthur and James Arthur
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Dear Mr Carlsson‐Hyslop
I am writing to register my opposition to the commission’s proposal to separate the administration of the
neighbouring parishes of Neatishead and Barton Turf & Irstead in terms of North Norfolk District Council’s
ward changes. I recognise the broad need to review electoral arrangements from time to time, including
for North Norfolk, however in the case of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead, the conclusions you have
reached which have led to this proposal are wholly inappropriate.
I am writing as a resident of Neatishead village and committee member of Neatishead Community Gym.
My views are based on the following.
* There is an intensely strong level of community identity (an aim of the Boundary Commission) across the
three villages, fostered over many generations. This identity is arguably more vital today in a world where
support provided by residents to each other can help reduce the strain on the services provided by central
and local government.
The evidence of this community identity is vast and varied.
o The links between the three villages (current two parishes) have long been intertwined. This has been
documented in particular through the work of The Neatishead, Irstead and Barton Community Heritage
Group which won a Lottery award to fund significant research on the life and times of residents through
the first world war.
o The Church Benefice covers the three villages together and has done so for many years. The parish
magazine is called the NIB (Neatishead, Irstead and Barton) News.
o There is one local primary school with pupils drawn from across the three villages, an active PTA and
involvement in community‐wide activity.
o There has long been one community hall serving the three villages. Its hugely successful recent
replacement is as a result of the collaboration of massive voluntary effort from residents across the
community in fundraising, design and building. It is now managed by a committee for the benefit of local
residents, is the meeting place for many of the community groups and is heavily booked. Last month saw
the new year Big Community Breakfast and there is a monthly farmers’ market.
o The community shop is owned by local residents in the three villages and run by volunteers both on the
committee, in the shop itself and behind the scenes. Not only does it provide an important convenience
store for the community but it is also the focal point for communications about activities and for ticket
selling for local events.
o The range of active community groups is vast, relative to the size of the population including
* the Community Gym
* the Gardening Club
* the Village Screen
* an Arts Group
* a WI
* Friends and Neighbours
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* Knit and Stitch (part of the wider Norfolk Knitters movement)
* the cricket club
* the bowls club
* the WISE ladies club
* NABS (amateur dramatics society)
* the choral society
* a Brownie pack
The vast majority of the membership of the committees that run these activities and the many participants
that enjoy them is consistently drawn from the three villages together. In the case of the community gym,
committee members come from Neatishead, Barton Turf and Horning.
This degree of community identity is as a result of members of all three villages working together on many
projects over the years – and they will continue to do so.
Not only would the proposed boundary change separate Neatishead parish from that of Barton Turf and
Irstead at district level, thereby splitting up what is currently a tight‐knit cohesive community, but it would
split Barton Turf and Irstead too. Neatishead is the village in the middle of the community – the only other
route between Irstead and Barton Turf being by water.
The proposed boundary change would result in people in the community around Neatishead, Barton Turf
and Irstead being represented by two different District Councillors. This would this make the delivery of
future local community projects and activities much harder.
Councillor support has been vital in delivering many of the historical successes and social ventures. Having
one District Councillor with a real understanding of the needs of our tight‐knit rural community, and the
opportunities that are available to its residents, has proved successful in supporting the community to
achieve all that is has achieved to date.
In contrast, two representatives over the three villages would make working with external agencies much
more complicated. They would struggle in trying to merge the interests of a split rural community with the
very different issues of the neighbouring areas. This would only serve to threaten the ongoing success of
the three villages in combatting social isolation and providing local support. I am particularly concerned
that the interests of Neatishead would not be represented by a councillor who also represented Hoveton.
The three villages – and two parishes ‐ of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead have worked together over
many years as a well represented, cohesive, supportive community . I feel most strongly that the
Commission’s proposal threatens all that has been achieved to date and could be achieved in future.
In reporting on your consultation exercise I would be grateful if you would include this response in the
number you have received from residents in the area.
Jill Bazire
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Dear Mr Carsson-Hyslop,
I really can't put the case against artifically separating the villages of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead,
any better than that outlined below by Mr Edmunds. I am writing from Neatishead as the husband of the
chair of the villages' community gym (see EDP earlier this week), father of two children who went to the
local primary school, and user of the community hall, community shop, and village pub.
Kind regards
Prof. Stephen Bazire FRPharmS, MBE

To: reviews@lgbce.org.uk
Subject: Subject: ELECTORAL REVIEW OF NORTH NORFOLK

Dear Mr Carlsson‐Hyslop
I am writing to register my opposition to the commission’s proposal to separate the administration of the
neighbouring parishes of Neatishead and Barton Turf & Irstead in terms of North Norfolk District Council’s
ward changes. I recognise the broad need to review electoral arrangements from time to time, including
for North Norfolk, however in the case of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead, the conclusions you have
reached which have led to this proposal are wholly inappropriate.
I am writing as a resident of Neatishead village and committee member of Neatishead Community Gym.
My views are based on the following.
* There is an intensely strong level of community identity (an aim of the Boundary Commission) across the
three villages, fostered over many generations. This identity is arguably more vital today in a world where
support provided by residents to each other can help reduce the strain on the services provided by central
and local government.
The evidence of this community identity is vast and varied.
o The links between the three villages (current two parishes) have long been intertwined. This has been
documented in particular through the work of The Neatishead, Irstead and Barton Community Heritage
Group which won a Lottery award to fund significant research on the life and times of residents through
the first world war.
o The Church Benefice covers the three villages together and has done so for many years. The parish
magazine is called the NIB (Neatishead, Irstead and Barton) News.
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o There is one local primary school with pupils drawn from across the three villages, an active PTA and
involvement in community‐wide activity.
o There has long been one community hall serving the three villages. Its hugely successful recent
replacement is as a result of the collaboration of massive voluntary effort from residents across the
community in fundraising, design and building. It is now managed by a committee for the benefit of local
residents, is the meeting place for many of the community groups and is heavily booked. Last month saw
the new year Big Community Breakfast and there is a monthly farmers’ market.
o The community shop is owned by local residents in the three villages and run by volunteers both on the
committee, in the shop itself and behind the scenes. Not only does it provide an important convenience
store for the community but it is also the focal point for communications about activities and for ticket
selling for local events.
o The range of active community groups is vast, relative to the size of the population including
* the Community Gym
* the Gardening Club
* the Village Screen
* an Arts Group
* a WI
* Friends and Neighbours
* Knit and Stitch (part of the wider Norfolk Knitters movement)
* the cricket club
* the bowls club
* the WISE ladies club
* NABS (amateur dramatics society)
* the choral society
* a Brownie pack
The vast majority of the membership of the committees that run these activities and the many participants
that enjoy them is consistently drawn from the three villages together. In the case of the community gym,
committee members come from Neatishead, Barton Turf and Horning.
This degree of community identity is as a result of members of all three villages working together on many
projects over the years – and they will continue to do so.
Not only would the proposed boundary change separate Neatishead parish from that of Barton Turf and
Irstead at district level, thereby splitting up what is currently a tight‐knit cohesive community, but it would
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split Barton Turf and Irstead too. Neatishead is the village in the middle of the community – the only other
route between Irstead and Barton Turf being by water.
The proposed boundary change would result in people in the community around Neatishead, Barton Turf
and Irstead being represented by two different District Councillors. This would this make the delivery of
future local community projects and activities much harder.
Councillor support has been vital in delivering many of the historical successes and social ventures. Having
one District Councillor with a real understanding of the needs of our tight‐knit rural community, and the
opportunities that are available to its residents, has proved successful in supporting the community to
achieve all that is has achieved to date.
In contrast, two representatives over the three villages would make working with external agencies much
more complicated. They would struggle in trying to merge the interests of a split rural community with the
very different issues of the neighbouring areas. This would only serve to threaten the ongoing success of
the three villages in combatting social isolation and providing local support. I am particularly concerned
that the interests of Neatishead would not be represented by a councillor who also represented Hoveton.
The three villages – and two parishes ‐ of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead have worked together over
many years as a well represented, cohesive, supportive community . I feel most strongly that the
Commission’s proposal threatens all that has been achieved to date and could be achieved in future.
In reporting on your consultation exercise I would be grateful if you would include this response in the
number you have received from residents in the area.
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Dear Sir,
I have been studying the Boundary Commission's proposals for North Norfolk and
for Fakenham's Lancaster Ward in particular. It is proposed to reduce the number of councillor's
for Lancaster Wards from 2 to 1 on the basis of the number of residents being approximately
2000. It is quite clear from planning permissions already granted and from the Approved
Development Brief March 2015 produced for the North Norfolk District Council and the
landowners that the population of Lancaster Ward will grown way beyond 2000. There are
planning permissions for 89 dwellings in place and the land at Rudham Stile Lane which falls
within Lancaster Ward North is designated to have 950 new dwellings. This it seems will result in
an additional 3000 people at least and result in Lancaster Ward North having 1 councillor to
represent a total of 5000 people, clearly way in excess of the target 2000 persons average.
I therefore urge you to maintain the two councillors presently allocated to Lancaster Ward North
as good planning for the future.
yours faithfully,
Tim Boycott-Brown
(C.Geol)
Tim Boycott-Brown
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1: Neatishead parish (highlighted)
should remain in the same
ward catchment as Irstead
and Barton Turf for the following
reasons. Please see 'My say'
below;

Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database rights 2013.

Map Features:

Neatishead parish (highlighted) should remain in the same
ward catchment as Irstead and Barton Turf for the following reasons. Please
see 'My say' below;
Annotation 1:

Comment text:

I am writing as a resident of Neatishead to register my opposition to the commission’s proposal to separate the administration of the
neighbouring parishes of Neatishead and Barton Turf & Irstead in the proposed North Norfolk District Council’s ward changes. I understand
the requirement to periodically review electoral arrangements but in the case of the three villages of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead,
the suggested boundary adjustments are inappropriate and show a poor understanding of our close knit, geographically coherent, rural
community which is proudly self-reliant and has a strong sense of rural identity. There are many factors which I think should be
understood and which I hope will lead to a reconsideration of the proposal to link Neatishead to Hoveton through district council boundary
change. They are as follows; • The three villages have a very strong sense of community and identity which has developed over many
generations. This is reflected in the care for and mutual support of each other across all three villages. • The links between the three
villages (two parishes) are strong and long established. This has been documented in the work of the Neatishead, Irstead and Barton
Community Heritage Group which won a Lottery award to fund significant research on the life and times of residents through the First
World War. • The Church Benefice covers the three villages together and has done so for many years. The parish magazine is called the
NIB (Neatishead, Irstead and Barton) News. • There is one local primary school with pupils drawn from across the three villages, an active
PTA and involvement in community-wide activity. • There has long been one community hall serving the three villages. Its hugely
successful recent replacement is as a result of the collaboration of massive voluntary effort from residents across the community in
fundraising, design and building. It is now managed by a committee for the benefit of local residents, is the meeting place for many of
the community groups and is always heavily booked. Last month it was the venue for the New Year Big Community Breakfast, there is a
monthly farmers’ market and it is used for numerous local fundraising events such as the Nancy Oldfield Trust coffee morning (a
Neatishead based local charity providing boating for disabled and disadvantaged people), Neatishead School jumble sale and Christmas fair
fundraising for the Hall itself. • The community shop is owned by local residents in the three villages and run by volunteers from the
three villages. Not only does it provide an important convenience store for the community but it is also the focal point for communications
about activities and for ticket selling for local events. • The range of active community groups is impressive, relative to the size of the
population and includes the Community Gym, the Gardening Club the Village Screen, Arts Group, WI, Friends and Neighbours, Knit and
Stitch, WISE ladies club, NABS (amateur dramatics society, the choral society • Geography. Not only would the proposed boundary change

separate Neatishead parish from that of Barton Turf and Irstead at district level, thereby splitting up what is currently a tight-knit
cohesive community, but it would split Barton Turf and Irstead too. Neatishead is the meat in the sandwich between Irstead and Barton
Turf. • Representation. The proposed boundary change would result in people in the community around Neatishead, Barton Turf and
Irstead being represented by two different District Councillors. This would potentially make the delivery of future local community projects
and activities much harder to achieve. • Local councillor support has been very important in achieving many of the historical successes
and social ventures. One District Councillor, with a real understanding of the needs of our rural community and the opportunities that are
available to its residents, is logical and appropriate to the tripartite yet cohesive and interlinked arrangement of our community and the
historic parish boundaries. • In contrast, two representatives over the three villages would make working with external agencies much
more complicated. And they would struggle in trying to merge the interests of a split rural community with the very different issues of the
neighbouring areas. This would threaten the ongoing success of the three villages in addressing social isolation and providing support
within the community. The three villages – and two parishes - of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead have worked together over many
years as a cohesive and mutually supportive community. I feel very strongly that the Commission’s proposal threatens to undermine the
sense of community that has led to the achievement of so much for our villagers. In reporting on your consultation exercise I would be
grateful if you would include my response. Thank you. Yours sincerely Stephen Bradnock

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Sirs,
I has come to my notice that it is proposed to reduce the number of district councillors allocated to Fakenham.
Currently Fakenham has 2 wards, Lancaster South and Lancaster North with
2 representatives each i.e 4 councillors. I understand it is proposed to reduce this Lancaster South 2 and Lancaster
North 1 on the basis of approximately 2,200 voters per candidate. Figures published by NNDC indicate that at 2016
there were approximately 2,300 voters in Lancaster South and 2,800 in Lancaster North.
It is proposed to build around 900 dwellings in Lancaster North over the next few years, at 2.3 persons per dwelling
with 87% being over 18 this would increase the electorate in Lancaster North to around 4,600, substantially greater
than the number in Lancaster South. Whilst it is possible that there will be more building in Lancaster South
however this will substantially in the form of infill development as there is little land left in this area suitable for
building.
On the basis of 2,200 voters per candidate it would seem short sighted to reduce the number of councillors in
Lancaster North to 1, even 2 would be representing somewhat over the guide figure of 2,200 each.
May I request that on the basis of these fiqures you reject the proposal to reduce the representation of Lancaster
North to 1 councillor.
Thank You
IanB
I.Brockbank

‐‐‐
This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
https://www.avast.com/antivirus
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Dear Mr Carlsson-Hyslop,
As residents of Neatishead, we are writing to object strongly to the Boundary Commission's proposal to
separate the administration of Neatishead from BartonTurf and Irstead, and amalgamate Neatishead with
Hoveton instead.
We recognise that there is a need to adjust boundaries to achieve electoral equality and to deliver effective
local government. However, this proposal is entirely inappropriate. It would cut across a strong and united
village community and would complicate local government.
1. Community identity
There is a particularly strong sense of community identity and cohesion across Neatishead, Barton Turf and
Irstead villages, and has been for many generations. This has been documented by the Neatishead, Irstead
and Barton Turf Community Heritage Group, which won a Lottery award to fund research on the lives and
times of residents through the First World War. This identity is very much alive and well in the present day.
For more evidence, see the parish newsletter for the villages of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead, the
NIB. It is always many pages long (12 in the current edition) and packed with news from a great variety of
groups, clubs and societies based across the villages. The NIB and the community activites reported in it
also cover the nearby villages of Ashmanhaugh, Beeston St Lawrence and Horning. The church benefice
covers all these villages, and has done for many years.
Note that there are no community links and no virtually no association with Hoveton, which is the size of a
town, a different and urban environment, several miles away and a world apart.
Note also that Neatishead is from a community identity point of view very much part of Tunstead, not
Hoveton.
Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead share a rural environment devoid of publicly provided facilities. There
is no public transport, no library, no sports centre. Instead the people from all three villages work together to
provide their own joint community facilities.
There is a community shop in Neatishead, the White Horse Stores, owned by local residents in the three
villages and run by volunteers from the villages on the committee, serving at the counter and managing the
stock. There are a number of tables and chairs inside and out for coffee and cakes, and the shop stages
weekly villages coffee mornings, acting as community social hub.
There has long been a community hall in Neatishead, serving all three villages. It was replaced recently with
a new eco-building, the result of hugely successful fundraising, design and building managed by volunteers
across the community. It is a thriving village hall, the New Victory Hall, run by a committee from the
community for the benefit of local residents and community groups, and is heavily booked. For instance,
there is a monthly farmer's market, a community gym and fitness classes, frequent film screenings, and
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regular gardening and other club meetings. There are links to a community transport charity, to organise
transport for those in the villages without their own.
The three villages also club together to organise support for a vast range of interests and activities. Members
are welcome from all the villages, and there is no demarcation between Neatishead and the others.
The evidence is clear to be seen in the current NIB. As usual, there is news from all the following
organisations across the villages:
St Peter's church, Neatishead;
St Michael's church, Irstead;
St Michael and All Angels, Barton Turf;
The Baptist church, Neatishead;
Neatishead, Irstead and Barton Turf Community Heritage Group;
WISE Ladies;
Neatishead 30s to 60s group;
Neatishead Art Group;
New Victory Hall in Neatishead;
Two Rivers Art Trail festive fair;
North Norfolk Community Transport charity;
Broadacres care home;
Women's Institute;
2017 Neatishead calendar sales;
Norwich Foodbank representative from Barton Turf;
Village cinema at the New Victory Hall;
BIG Community Breakfast at the New Victory Hall;
Neatishead, Ashmanhaugh and Barton Turf drama group pantomime;
The Preston community reading rooms at Ashmanhaugh;
Knit and Stitch group at the New Victory Hall;
Three Villages Community Association.
There are also advertisements for service providers around the villages and a long list of upcoming fixtures.
There is one local primary school with pupils from all three villages, an active PTA and involvement in
activities in the community, such as last year's events comemorating the First World War.
The community identity in the villages is remarkably strong and arises from residents of the villages
working closely together for many decades, as they do now and will continue to do in future.
2. Geography
Neatishead lies on the road between Irstead and Barton Turf. Splitting Neatishead away from the other two
villages would sever not just community links but would not make sense: the natural flow of traffic between
the two remaining parts of the community is through Neatishead.
There are two relatively long residential roads in Neatishead, out of Neatishead old village centre: Irstead
Road leading towards Irstead village; and Hall Road leading towards Barton Turf. Irstead Road lies within
the parish of Neatishead, but Hall Road lies in Barton Turf parish, even though Barton Turf village itself is
miles away. Both roads are very much part of Neatishead centre, and the shop, New Victory Hall and White
Horse pub are all within walking distance.
It would be a complete nonsense for houses on different roads in Neatishead centre, which is a tiny
settlement, to be split between different electoral or administrative areas.
3. Effective local government
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The proposed boundary change would result in people in Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead being
represented by two different District Councillors. As the local community is cohesive, this would be a
duplication of effort and could lead to misunderstandings, overlaps and gaps in representation across the
community. It would be less effective than the work of a single councillor who understands the community
and works on behalf of the whole, as at present.
In particular, working with external bodies would be confusing and hard to co-ordinate, which would be an
increase in effort and more prone to problems than with a single representative.
Furthermore, there is currently no common view with the interests of the urban area of Hoveton, and a
Hoveton/ Neatishead representative would struggle to develop policies and practices that would apply
equally to both the relatively tiny rural and the relatively sizeable urban populations in the proposed joint
new ward. An impossible task?
This dichotomy is likely to be extremely long term, well beyond the timescale of the next election.
4. Conclusion
We are of the strongest opinion that the proposal to split Neatishead off from its sister villages and align it
instead with much larger, urban Hoveton is a bizarre anomaly that threatens a currently cohesive and
supportive rural community. We understand that the proposal is opposed by Neatishead parish council,
Barton Turf parish council, and Hoveton itself as well.
It leads us to wonder who proposed such a disadvantageous split, and what their hidden agenda might be? Is
a developer hoping that Neatishead will soon become just a suberb of a much expanded Hoveton that will
swallow the village and its community whole, never to be seen again??
In reporting on your consultation exercise we would be grateful if you would include this response in the
number you have received from residents in the area, but withold our personal details.
With thanks,
Best wishes,
Neil & Anne Broome

Sent from Samsung tablet
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Re: Electoral Review of North Norfolk

Dear Mr Carlson‐Hysop
I have been a resident of Neatishead in North Norfolk for 26 years and am writing to register my
opposition to the commisions's proposal to separate the administration of the parishes of Neatishead and
Barton Turf & Irstead, and combine the parish of Neatishead with Hoveton.
While I understand the need to review boundaries, particularly in terms of the population of each ward, I
am strongly of the opinion that communities matter and are far more than just numbers.
There is a very strong level of community identity and geographical connection between the three villages
of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead.
When I leave my house, I can walk a couple of minutes along the lane in one direction and I am in Irstead.
In the other direction I go round the corner and across a small bridge and I am in Barton Turf.
Geographically, Neatishead links the three villages.
When I walk through the village of Neatishead I pass the Community Shop which is owned by local
residents in the three villages and which as a community we worked hard to save and reopen. The shop is
largely staffed by volunteers from the three villages and if a lifeline for many local residents, as well as
being an important meeting place.
Since the Victory Hall was built in Neatishead after the first world war, it has served the three villages. It
has recently been replaced as a result of the massive voluntary effort of the residents of the three villages.
We have a single primary school with pupils drawn from the three villages . The Church Benefice covers
the three villages with services at all three of the three churches and the parish magazine is called the NIB
(Neatishead, Irstead and Barton Turf) News.
There is a vast range of very active community groups most of which meet at the New Victory Hall. I am
sure other residents will have written with details of these,
The community identity of the three villages is intensely strong, a thing which is so important at a time
when support privided by residents to each other can help reduce the strain on services provided by
central and local government.
As I said at the beginning of my letter, communities are so much more that numbers of people. The three
villages are our community. I feel little connection with the community at Hoveton, which I would have to
get into my car or have at least half an hours walk to connect with.
I hope you will be able to take my views into consideration.
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Yours sincerely
Margaret Bulmer.
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Dear Mr Carlsson‐Hyslop,
I am writing on behalf of myself and several residents of Neatishead,who like me, wish to register our
opposition to the new boundary proposals, but do not, in the main, have internet access.Whilst
appreciating that ward changes are necessary from time to time , I would take issue with the aims given,
and I quote:
.....”We also ensure that the pattern of wards reflect the interests and identities of local communities as
well as providing effective government”
This is clearly will not be the case if Neatishead, a small rural community in the heart of an already tight
knit community of three villages is merged with Hoveton, a large conurbation whose needs and interests
are totally different.
Our three village community of Neatishead, Irstead and Barton Turf is a very tight knit one, developing
over many ,many years, highlighted by the ‘Neatishead, Irstead and Barton Turf Community Heritage
Group’, who has researched this in depth.
Neatishead is at the heart of the three villages, both geographically and practically, containing the local
Primary school serving pupils from all three villages, and through the children the community at large.
The New Village Hall, serving the three villages was also a massive community effort. A lot of fundraising,
physical hard work and community spirit went into this building (with some financial support from the
lottery fund). It is well patronised by the residents of the three villages for clubs, activities,fundraising
events for various charities, farmers market, cinema etc. Most of the above are not only enjoyed by
residents, but also mostly run by them as well. The voluntary community spirit is strong.
Another real community challenge was reinstating the village shop, now a community shop owned by by
residents from all three villages (with the help of some outside funding). It is largely run by volunteers
from Neatishead, Irstead and Barton Turf. The hub of the village was restored when this reopened,
because it is not only a convenience shop, but also a meeting place for locals to chat and a communication
point advertising local events.
This communication is continued further in the guise of the NIB, the parish magazine. (N eatishead,
I rstead B arton ), which is delivered monthly by volunteers. This gives information about all the
community groups and their activities, not only those who use the village hall (around 12 groups), but also
those on the water and local charity activities. The membership of these groups is almost totally from the
three villages, and also run by local people.
This community identity is a result of residents of the three villages pulling together over many years on
shared projects and activities.It needs keeping together. At a very practical level, this proposed split would
be not only detrimental to the community cohesion, but also very impractical. The support that the
villages have had from our District Councillor has been very good – it serves the the needs of three very
1

similar villages. To have two District Councillors one of whom will be dealing with a very different
community’s very different needs can only be problematical in the extreme for all concerned.
In the interests of preserving our strong community ties which benefits all residents both young and old,
we would urge you to reconsider this proposed boundary change.
The undersigned would be grateful if you withhold their personal details. Thank you.
Yours sincerely,
Deborah Burnage ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Anne and Tony Connell, ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Linda Spencer and David Haggath,
Dawn Norris ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Sue Lismonde ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Ann and Tony Smith ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Josey and Mike Green ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
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I would like to object to the amalgamation of our village Neatishead to hoveton ,
Regards lorraine byford

1

My family and I have been residents of Barton Turf since 1980.
I write in response to the proposal by your offices that the Parish of Neatishead in Norfolk should be
amalgamated or grouped for local representation with the parish of Hoveton. I further understand today
that the parish of Barton Turf is likely to be grouped with Tunstead. Sadly both suggestions have clearly
been put forward by someone with no background knowledge or investigation into the links and dynamics
of our three villages – Barton Turf, Neatishead and Irstead.
Firstly I would suggest that your offices consult an ordnance survey map. You will find that we are
bounded by the River Ant, Barton Broad and marshland to the north and east and by the A1151 and A1062
west and south. This delineates our community and encourages cooperation.
All the vital day‐to‐day facilities needed locally by all three villages are based solely in Neatishead, and we
function with great success as a cohesive entity. For most households these are within walking distance or
a short cycle or car ride, minimising environmental damage.
In recent years we have worked solidly together to bring back and maintain all the amenities so vital to a
thriving community. We have done this with the support and backing of our local representatives. We
rescued and reinstated our village stores which is now a vital community owned shop. Together the three
villages raised the funding and built our new award winning eco‐build village hall. This is now the venue for
societies, our community gym taking GP referrals, cinema, markets, charity functions, drama productions,
visiting speakers, computer tuition, art and craft groups and much more. We backed and support
wholeheartedly the resurrection of our village pub which now wins national accolades. The vibrant life
here encourages private ventures such as the timeshare swimming pool, a beauty salon and a hair dresser,
holiday accommodation, tourism and leisure activities.
Whilst having no axe to grind with other neighbouring villages and appreciating the need to maximise the
efficiency of local government, our three villages should be viewed as a thriving cooperative joint
community and represented as such within local government structures.
I look forward to further consultations by your offices with our parish representatives.
Ruth Calladine
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OBJECTION TO PROPOSED BOUNDARY CHANGE AFFECTING NEATISHEAD, BARTON TURF &
IRSTEAD VILLAGES
Subject: ELECTORAL REVIEW OF NORTH NORFOLK
Dear Mr Carlsson‐Hyslop
We are writing to register our opposition to the commission’s proposal to separate the
administration of the neighbouring parishes of Neatishead and Barton Turf & Irstead in
terms of North Norfolk District Council’s ward changes. We recognise the broad need to
review electoral arrangements from time to time, including for North Norfolk, and have no
issues in principle with the generic aims you apply to the pattern of wards. But at local level
in the case of the three villages of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead, the conclusions you
have reached which have led to this proposal are wholly inappropriate.
We are writing as residents of Neatishead and our views are based on the following.




We live in the cottage my family has owned and occupied since the 1940s. The extended
family having lived in Barton Turf for even longer than that. An uncle was responsible for
building the two village shops, so are family ties are strong in the locality. We are not the
only family that has such a history within the 3 villages under consideration. It is from
this that the strength of the community spirit has evolved. Like many others we do not
have the same family history with the parish of Hoveton.
In addition, there is an intensely strong level of community identity (an aim of the
Boundary Commission) across the three villages, fostered over many generations. This
identity is arguably more vital today in a world where support provided by residents to
each other can help reduce the strain on the services provided by central and local
government.
The evidence of this community identity is vast and varied.
o

o
o
o
o

The links between the three villages (current two parishes) have long been
intertwined. This has been documented in particular through the work of The
Neatishead, Irstead and Barton Community Heritage Group which won a Lottery
award to fund significant research on the life and times of residents through WW1.
The Church Benefice covers the three villages together and has done so for many
years. Historically having links to St Benet’s Abbey.
The parish magazine is called the NIB (Neatishead, Irstead and Barton) News.
There is one local primary school with pupils drawn from across the three villages,
an active PTA and involvement in community‐wide activity.
There has long been one community hall serving the three villages. Its hugely
successful recent replacement is as a result of the collaboration of massive

o

o

voluntary effort from residents across the community in fundraising, design and
building. It is now managed by a committee for the benefit of local residents, is the
meeting place for many of the community groups and is heavily booked. Last
month saw the New Year Big Community Breakfast and there is a monthly farmers’
market.
The community shop is owned by local residents in the three villages and run by
volunteers both on the committee, in the shop itself and behind the scenes. Not
only does it provide an important convenience store for the community but it is
also the focal point for communications about activities and for ticket selling for
local events.
The range of active community groups is vast, relative to the size of the population
including
 the Community Gym
 the Gardening Club
 the Village Screen
 an Arts Group
 a WI
 Friends and Neighbours
 Knit and Stitch (part of the wider Norfolk Knitters movement)
 the cricket club
 the bowls club
 the WISE ladies club
 NABS (amateur dramatics society)
 the choral society

The vast majority of the membership of the committees that run these activities and the
many participants that enjoy them is consistently drawn from the three villages
together.
This degree of community identity is as a result of members of all three villages working
together on many projects over the years – and they will continue to do so.




Geography. Not only would the proposed boundary change separate Neatishead parish
from that of Barton Turf and Irstead at district level, thereby splitting up what is
currently a tight‐knit cohesive community, but it would split Barton Turf and Irstead too.
Neatishead is the village in the middle of the community – the only other route between
Irstead and Barton Turf being by water.
Representation. The proposed boundary change would result in people in the
community around Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead being represented by two
different District Councillors. This would this make the delivery of future local
community projects and activities much harder.
o Councillor support has been vital in delivering many of the historical successes and
social ventures. Having one District Councillor with a real understanding of the
needs of our tight‐knit rural community, and the opportunities that are available to
its residents, has proved successful in supporting the community to achieve all that
is has achieved to date.
o In contrast, two representatives over the three villages would make working with
external agencies much more complicated. And they would struggle in trying to
merge the interests of a split rural community with the very different issues of the

neighbouring areas. This would only serve to threaten the ongoing success of the
three villages in combatting social isolation and providing local support.
The three villages – and two parishes ‐ of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead have worked
together over many years as a well‐ represented, cohesive, supportive community . We feel
most strongly that the Commission’s proposal threatens all that has been achieved to date
and could be achieved in future.
In reporting on your consultation exercise we would be grateful if you would include this
response in the number you have received from residents in the area but withhold my
personal details.
Thank you.
Yours sincerely
Simon & Tricia Ciappara

Mr John Clay has asked me to send you this as his response to the boundary change
proposals.

We are writing to register our strong opposition to the commission’s proposal to separate the
administration of the neighbouring parishes of Neatishead and Barton Turf & Irstead in terms of North
Norfolk District Council’s ward changes. We recognise the broad need to review electoral
arrangements from time to time, including for North Norfolk, and have no issues in principle with the
generic aims you apply to the pattern of wards. But at local level in the case of the three villages of
Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead, the conclusions you have reached which have led to this
proposal are wholly inappropriate.

We are writing as residents of Neatishead .
Our views are based on the following.
There is an immensely strong level of community identity (an aim of the Boundary Commission) across the three
villages, fostered over many generations.
The evidence of this community identity is vast and varied.
The links between the three villages (current two parishes) have long been intertwined. This has been documented in
particular through the work of The Neatishead, Irstead and Barton Community Heritage Group which won a Lottery
award to fund significant research on the life and times of residents through the first world war.
The Church Benefice covers the three villages together and has done so for many years. The parish magazine is
called the NIB (Neatishead, Irstead and Barton) News.
There is one local primary school with pupils drawn from across the three villages, an active PTA and involvement in
community-wide activity.
There has long been one community hall serving the three villages. Its hugely successful recent replacement was as
a result of the collaboration of massive voluntary effort from residents across the community in fundraising, design
and building. It is now managed by a committee for the benefit of local residents, is the meeting place for many of the
community groups and is heavily booked. Last month saw the new year Big Community Breakfast and there is a
monthly farmers’ market.
The community shop is owned by local residents in the three villages and run by volunteers both on the committee, in
the shop itself and behind the scenes. Not only does it provide an important convenience store for the community but
it is also the focal point for communications about activities and for ticket selling for local events.
The range of active community groups is vast, relative to the size of the population.
The vast majority of the membership of the committees that run these activities and the many participants that enjoy
them is consistently drawn from all three villages.
1

Geography.The three villages are contained within an area defined by the River Ant on the North and East and The
Hoveton to Stalham road on the West and is consequently a cohesive area with many common characteristics.
Neatishead is the village in the middle of the community. Not only would the proposed boundary change separate
Neatishead parish from that of Barton Turf and Irstead at district level, but it would split Barton Turf and Irstead too.–
the only other route between Irstead and Barton Turf being by water. Thus is will split up into three units what is
currently a tight-knit cohesive community.
The proposed boundary change would result in one District Councillor representing Neatishead and Hoveton and a
different councillor representing Barton Turf and Irstead. Neatishead is a rural community as are Barton and Irstead.
Hoveton is much more built up and as is develops this will create very different challenges from Neatishead in the
future. Elected representatives are more able to represent the views of their communities if their needs are similar as
is the current linking of the three villages than if they are diverse.
The proposed boundary change would also make the delivery of future local community projects and activities much
harder.
Councillor support has been vital in delivering many of the historical successes and social ventures. Having one
District Councillor with a real understanding of the needs of our tight-knit rural community, and the opportunities that
are available to its residents, has proved successful in supporting the community to achieve all that is has achieved to
date.
In contrast, two representatives over the three villages would make working with external agencies much more
complicated. And they would struggle in trying to merge the interests of a split rural community with the very different
issues of the neighbouring areas. This would only serve to threaten the ongoing success of the three villages in
combatting social isolation and providing local support.
The three villages – and two parishes - of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead have worked together over many
years as a well represented, cohesive, supportive community. We feel very strongly that the Commission’s proposal
threatens by division all that has been achieved to date and could be enhanced in future.
Yours sincerely.

John and Margaret Clay
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FAO:
Review Officer (North Norfolk) Local Government Boundary Commission for England
14th Floor
Millbank Tower
Millbank
London SW1P 4QP
Dear Mr Carlsson-Hyslop
I have just become aware of the proposal to link Neatishead Parish with Hoveton under a single district
councillor, possibly ending the close links between the NIB (Neatishead, Irstead and Barton Turf) villages.
Neatishead is rural village which shares all of its community life and resources with its immediately
neighbouring villages (Irstead and Barton Turf). Ever since I have lived in Pennygate, Barton Turf, I have
been aware of these strong community links. People from all three villages were instrumental in raising the
money to build the eco-friendly village hall at Neatishead for the benefit of all three villages, one of the
leading lights being from Irstead. The hall is used by a multitude of different groups that all pull members
from the three NIB villages. I am a committee member of the community gym, and I was one of its founders
in 2011. The gym is a major user of the village hall. Some of our members come from as far away as
Ludham and Coltishall, but the core is solidly from the three villages. My perception is that the NIB villages
are very closely linked, with the next level of community ties being to Horning and Ashmanhaugh.
Hearing about your proposal makes me feel like a wedge may be driven between the three facets of our
community. I appreciate that parish, district, constituency and other boundaries need to be reviewed from
time to time to ensure efficient and effective representation, but I cannot see how pairing Neatishead with
Hoveton under one representative is appropriate. Hoveton is a much more urban environment than the
decidedly rural nature of the NIB villages, and if they are to be under one representative, I fear that the
needs of the many (Hoveton) will eclipse the needs of the few (Neatishead). Past community projects have
been ably supported and assisted by our present councillors. Future local community projects will no doubt
continue to cater for all three NIB villages but that cohesion is undermined by having two separate
representatives, where one of them may have more pressing matters to deal with, related to Hoveton. I
suggest the present arrangement or the NIB villages under one councillor would be better options.
I hold shares in the Community Village Shop at Neatishead although I live in Barton. We alternate church
services within the Benefice between Barton, Neatishead, Irstead, Ashmanaugh and Horning. I am not
aware of any community activity in the NIB villages that is linked to Hoveton. I am trying to illustrate the
incredible strength of the community ties that are now threatened. I have lived in Sussex, London and
Worcestershire, and I can say that I have never come across a stronger community spirit than that which
exists in the NIB villages.
I ask you please to not split Neatishead from its neighbours and community partners.
My wife has read this and adds her support to this email.
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With best regards
Tina and Jim Clinch
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To whom it may concern.
I object very strongly to this proposed separation of the parish of Neatishead from Barton Turf and Irstead.
In this present day where communities are struggling It would be such a damaging move to separate these
three parishes who function fantastically together.It would have a negative impact on all who live in these
communities
Lucy Conway
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Subject: Parish Boundary Changes

Dear Sir,
I write as a three year member of The Three Villages Community Association. As you may be aware we are
responsible for the running of the village shop and the flat in Neatishead.
The Members of The Association are almost exclusively from Barton Turf, Irstead & Neatishead and the reason for
the Association being called what it is should therefore be quite clear.
The Village Shop provides a vital service to the residents of the Three Villages and to the tourist trade in The Norfolk
Broads.
The idea of The Three Villages being torn apart for political boundary reasons is wrong.
The New Victory Hall, The White Horse pub and The Village Shop have all been recently restored and have
enormously reinvigorated the life of the Three villages community.
If it’s not broke, don’t fix it.

Keith Copperwheat

1
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28 January 2017

Mr D Carlton-Hyssop
Review fficer (North Norfolk) LocalGovernment Boundary Commission for England
14th floor
Millbank Tower
Millbank
London SW1P 4QP
By email only: reviews@lgbce.org.uk

Dear Mr Carlsson-Hyslop
ELECTORAT NEUEW OF NORTH HORFOI*K

We are writing to express our very firm opposition to the commission's proposal to separate
the administration of the neighhouring parishes of Neatishead and Barton Turf & lrstead in
terms of North Norfolk District Council's ward changes.
We are aware that the parish councils of both Neatishead, and Barton Turf and lrstead, have
registered their objections to the proposal; we wholeheartedly support thern in this and
write primarily to add our own comments.
We are long-term residents of Neatishead {since 1993), and in particular we are in what may
be the unique capacity as the occupants of the closest occupied dwelling in Neatishead, to
Hoveton. Cangate is a small hamlet which is part of Neatishead parish yet sits on the very
extremity of the village, and is probably equidistant between the centre of Neatishead and
the outlying properties in Hoveton. Despite this, we unquestioningly feel a much stronger
affinity and relationship with Neatishead, Barton Turf and lrstead than we do with Hoveton.
lf we feelthis way, situated as we are, then the position can only be stronger for other
residents of Neatishead who are further from Hoveton and closer to our own village centre.

Franklp we are utterly perplexed at how Neatishead could be considered more suitable to
be linked to Hoveton than to Barton Turf and lrstead. Hoveton is a largg linear, urban
village with a clearly-marked centre and significant amenities, including pavements, street
lighting a health centre, good transport services (including a train station|, significant
shopping facilities and a large secondary school. By contrast, Neatishead {and Barton Turf
and lrstead) are small, dispersed ruralvillages, with none of these amenities. The benefits
Neatishead does have, it shares with Barton Turf and lrstead, including a primary school, a
community village shop, a modern village hall and a very limited bus service.
At their closest points, Neatishead and Barton Turf are just yards apart, across a small
bridge; in contrast even the edge of Floveton is about 2 miles away from the same point,
and its centre more like 3 miles away.

There are, and have been for all the time that we have lived here, strong ties between
Neatishead, Barton Turf and lrstead, including such local combined community groups and
endeavours as the drama group (the "Neatishead and Barton Society''), the local
information magazine {known as the "N[]eatisheadl, l[rstead and ]B[arton]"), and the
community gym which has many local members across the 3 villages in particular. A specific
mention should be made of the community shop, which was funded by residents localto
Neatishead, Barton Turf and lrstead as an amenity for the three villages, and is largely
staffed by volunteers drawn from the same. By contrast, whilst relations with Hoveton are
amicable, they are remote and there is little in common.
We consider it essential that Neatishead continues to be considered as part of the local
community of Neatishead, Barton Turf and lrstead, both for reasons of local cohesion and to
ensure that its interests are properly represented at District Council level. Those interests
are, and will continue to be the same or very similar to Barton Turf and lrstead, but are
unlikely to have much in common with Hoveton due to their markedly-different
characteristics.
We hope that our comments will be taken into account and we thank you for reading this

letter.

Yours sincerely

Clare & Denis Costello

Dear Mr Carlsson‐Hyslop
I am writing to register my opposition to the commission’s proposal to separate the electoral
arrangements of the neighbouring parishes of Neatishead and Barton Turf & Irstead. I recognise the broad
need to review electoral arrangements from time to time, including for North Norfolk, and have no issues
in principle with the generic aims you apply to the pattern of wards. But in the case of the three villages of
Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead, the conclusions you have reached to meet your ‘numbers’ criterion,
have led to a proposal that is wholly inappropriate at local level.
I am a resident of Neatishead, have a share in the local community shop, and work there as a volunteer,
am a member of the community gym and frequently attend the numerous events that are held at our
community hall.
My views are based on the following.


There is an intensely strong level of community identity (a Boundary Commission objective) across the
three villages, fostered over many generations. This identity is arguably more vital today in a world
where support provided by residents to each other can help reduce the strain on the services provided
by central and local government.
The evidence of this community identity is vast and varied.
o

o
o
o

o

o

The links between the three villages (current two parishes) have long been intertwined. This has
been documented in particular through the work of The Neatishead, Irstead and Barton
Community Heritage Group which won a Lottery award to fund significant research on the life and
times of residents through the first world war.
The Church Benefice covers the three villages together and has done so for many years. The
parish magazine is called the NIB (Neatishead, Irstead and Barton) News.
There is one local primary school with pupils drawn from across the three villages, an active PTA
and involvement in community‐wide activity.
There has long been one community hall serving the three villages. Its hugely successful recent
replacement is as a result of the collaboration of massive voluntary effort from residents across
the community in fundraising, design and building. It is now managed by a committee for the
benefit of local residents, is the meeting place for many of the community groups and is heavily
booked. Last month saw the new year Big Community Breakfast and there is a monthly farmers’
market.
As mentioned above, the shop is owned by local residents in the three villages and run on behalf
of the community by volunteers on the committee, in the shop itself and behind the scenes. Not
only does it provide an important convenience store for the community but it is also the focal
point for communications about activities and for ticket selling for local events.
The range of active community groups is huge, relative to the size of the population. It includes
the Community Gym, the Gardening Club, the Village Screen, an Arts Group, a WI, Friends and
Neighbours, Knit and Stitch (part of the wider Norfolk Knitters movement), the cricket club, bowls
clubs – indoor and outdoor, the WISE ladies club, NABS (amateur dramatics society), the choral
society, a community choir.
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The vast majority of the membership of the committees that run these activities and the many
participants that enjoy them is consistently drawn from the three villages together.
This degree of community identity is as a result of members of all three villages working together on
many projects over the years – and they will continue to do so.




Geography. Not only would the proposed boundary change separate Neatishead parish from that of
Barton Turf and Irstead at district level, thereby splitting up what is currently a tight‐knit cohesive
community, but it would split Barton Turf and Irstead too. Neatishead is the village in the middle of the
community – the only other route between Irstead and Barton Turf being by water.
Representation. The proposed boundary change would result in people in the community around
Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead being represented by two different District Councillors. This would
this make the delivery of future local community projects and activities much harder.
o Councillor support has been vital in delivering many of the historical successes and social
ventures. Having one District Councillor with a real understanding of the needs of our tight‐knit
rural community, and the opportunities that are available to its residents, has proved successful in
supporting the community to achieve all that is has achieved to date.
o In contrast, two representatives over the three villages would make working with external
agencies much more complicated. And they would struggle in trying to merge the interests of a
split rural community with the very different issues of the neighbouring areas. This would only
serve to threaten the ongoing success of the three villages in combatting social isolation and
providing local support.

The three villages – and two parishes ‐ of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead have worked together over
many years as a well‐represented, cohesive, supportive community . I feel most strongly that the
Commission’s proposal threatens all that has been achieved to date and could be achieved in future. I
would urge you to look at the other local options available to you in the surrounding area to ‘meet the
numbers’ and leave the community of these three villages intact.
Thank you.
Yours sincerely
Alex Craker (Ms)
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Sir,
I write to object to the proposal to link Neatishead with Hoveton rather than Barton Turf.
My property
is technically in Barton Turf though physically in Neatishead as the parish boundary
runs in the centre of Limekiln Dyke. The three villages Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead currently have a close
identity that does not relate in any way with Hoveton. To seeparate them in any eat would be a retrogressive step.
David Croghan
Sent from my iPad
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Attention of MrCarlson‐Hyslop I am writing to record my wife’s and my strong objection to the proposal
that Neatishead should be separated from Barton and Irstead and ‘attached’ to Hoveton.We have lived in
Neatishead for thirty years or so and have always regarded ourselves a part of the ‘Three Villages’
community. We can see no good reason for an association with Hoveton. The three villages form an
integral community with its own village Hall Pub shop and two Churches all used by the inhabitants of the
three villages. Hoveton is separated from us by a couple of miles of open country. I hope the proposal will
be reconsidered. Richard Crouch
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North Norfolk District
Personal Details:
Name:

E-mail:

Mick Curran

Postcode:

Organisation Name: Individual, recent arrival in sheringhsm

Comment text:

Smaller number of council nembers needed. Local councils to have more control. Sheringham
has a lot of eyesores. Shannocks hotel, Burlington hotel, Besamaris hotel. Old beach manager
buildings should be used or demolished. What is the point of boarded up buildings. Awful fences
near north Norfolk railway bridge and the fence in front of old police station. Closing public loos
in Shrringham is a big mistake for a holiday town. Some imagination needed to improve
Sheringham as a holiday town. Thanks

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

DRAFT RESPONSE OF OBJECTION TO PROPOSED BOUNDARY CHANGE AFFECTING NIB
VILLAGES
Subject: ELECTORAL REVIEW OF NORTH NORFOLK
Dear Mr Carlsson-Hyslop
I am writing to register my opposition to the commission’s proposal to separate the administration of the
neighbouring parishes of Neatishead and Barton Turf & Irstead in terms of North Norfolk District Council’s
ward changes. I recognise the broad need to review electoral arrangements from time to time, including for
North Norfolk, and have no issues in principle with the generic aims you apply to the pattern of wards. But
at local level in the case of the three villages of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead, the conclusions you
have reached which have led to this proposal are wholly inappropriate.
I am writing as a resident of Barton Turf, and a member of various groups such as the Gardening Club,
Book Group and other inter-village activities.
My views are based on the following.
• There is an intensely strong level of community identity (an aim of the Boundary Commission) across the
three villages, fostered over many generations. This identity is arguably more vital today in a world where
support provided by residents to each other can help reduce the strain on the services provided by central
and local government.
The evidence of this community identity is vast and varied.
o The links between the three villages (current two parishes) have long been intertwined. This has been
documented in particular through the work of The Neatishead, Irstead and Barton Community Heritage
Group which won a Lottery award to fund significant research on the life and times of residents through the
first world war.
o The Church Benefice covers the three villages together and has done so for many years. The parish
magazine is called the NIB (Neatishead, Irstead and Barton) News.
o There is one local primary school with pupils drawn from across the three villages, an active PTA and
involvement in community-wide activity.
o There has long been one community hall serving the three villages. Its hugely successful recent
replacement is as a result of the collaboration of massive voluntary effort from residents across the
community in fundraising, design and building. It is now managed by a committee for the benefit of local
residents, is the meeting place for many of the community groups and is heavily booked. Last month saw
the new year Big Community Breakfast and there is a monthly farmers’ market.
o The community shop is owned by local residents in the three villages and run by volunteers both on the
committee, in the shop itself and behind the scenes. Not only does it provide an important convenience
store for the community but it is also the focal point for communications about activities and for ticket
selling for local events.
o The range of active community groups is vast, relative to the size of the population including
 the Community Gym
 the Gardening Club
 the Village Screen
 an Arts Group
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 a WI
 Friends and Neighbours
 Knit and Stitch (part of the wider Norfolk Knitters movement)
 the cricket club
 the bowls club
 the WISE ladies club
 NABS (amateur dramatics society)
 the choral society
 A Local Book Group
The vast majority of the membership of the committees that run these activities and the many participants
that enjoy them is consistently drawn from the three villages together.
This degree of community identity is as a result of members of all three villages working together on many
projects over the years – and they will continue to do so.
• Geography. Not only would the proposed boundary change separate Neatishead parish from that of Barton
Turf and Irstead at district level, thereby splitting up what is currently a tight-knit cohesive community, but
it would split Barton Turf and Irstead too. Neatishead is the village in the middle of the community – the
only other route between Irstead and Barton Turf being by water.
• Representation. The proposed boundary change would result in people in the community around
Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead being represented by two different District Councillors. This would this
make the delivery of future local community projects and activities much harder.
o Councillor support has been vital in delivering many of the historical successes and social ventures.
Having one District Councillor with a real understanding of the needs of our tight-knit rural community, and
the opportunities that are available to its residents, has proved successful in supporting the community to
achieve all that is has achieved to date.
o In contrast, two representatives over the three villages would make working with external agencies much
more complicated. And they would struggle in trying to merge the interests of a split rural community with
the very different issues of the neighbouring areas. This would only serve to threaten the ongoing success of
the three villages in combatting social isolation and providing local support.
The three villages – and two parishes - of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead have worked together over
many years as a well represented, cohesive, supportive community . I feel most strongly that the
Commission’s proposal threatens all that has been achieved to date and could be achieved in future.
In reporting on your consultation exercise I would be grateful if you would include this response in the
number you have received from residents in the area but withhold my name. Thank you.
Yours sincerely
Jan Cuss,
Resident, Barton Turf
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Subject: ELECTORAL REVIEW OF NORTH NORFOLK
Dear Mr Carlsson-Hyslop

I am writing to register my opposition to the commission’s proposal to separate the
administration of the neighbouring parishes of Neatishead and Barton Turf & Irstead in terms
of North Norfolk District Council’s ward changes. I recognise the broad need to review
electoral arrangements from time to time, including for North Norfolk, and have no issues in
principle with the generic aims you apply to the pattern of wards. But at local level in the
case of the three villages of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead, the conclusions you have
reached which have led to this proposal are wholly inappropriate.
I am writing as a resident of Barton Turf, and a member of various groups.
My views are based on the following.
• There is an intensely strong level of community identity (an aim of the Boundary
1

Commission) across the three villages, fostered over many generations. This identity is
arguably more vital today in a world where support provided by residents to each other can
help reduce the strain on the services provided by central and local government.
The evidence of this community identity is vast and varied.
o The links between the three villages (current two parishes) have long been intertwined.
This has been documented in particular through the work of The Neatishead, Irstead and
Barton Community Heritage Group which won a Lottery award to fund significant research
on the life and times of residents through the first world war.
o The Church Benefice covers the three villages together and has done so for many
years. The parish magazine is called the NIB (Neatishead, Irstead and Barton) News.
o There is one local primary school with pupils drawn from across the three villages, an
active PTA and involvement in community-wide activity.
o There has long been one community hall serving the three villages. Its hugely successful
recent replacement is as a result of the collaboration of massive voluntary effort from
residents across the community in fundraising, design and building. It is now managed by a
committee for the benefit of local residents, is the meeting place for many of the community
groups and is heavily booked. Last month saw the new year Big Community Breakfast and
there is a monthly farmers’ market.
o The community shop is owned by local residents in the three villages and run by volunteers
both on the committee, in the shop itself and behind the scenes. Not only does it provide an
important convenience store for the community but it is also the focal point for
communications about activities and for ticket selling for local events.
o The range of active community groups is vast, relative to the size of the population
including
 the Community Gym
 the Gardening Club
 the Village Screen
 an Arts Group
 a WI
 Friends and Neighbours
 Knit and Stitch (part of the wider Norfolk Knitters movement)
 the cricket club
 the bowls club
 the WISE ladies club
 NABS (amateur dramatics society)
 the choral society
 A Local Book Group
The vast majority of the membership of the committees that run these activities and the many
participants that enjoy them is consistently drawn from the three villages together.
This degree of community identity is as a result of members of all three villages working
together on many projects over the years – and they will continue to do so.
• Geography. Not only would the proposed boundary change separate Neatishead parish from
that of Barton Turf and Irstead at district level, thereby splitting up what is currently a tightknit cohesive community, but it would split Barton Turf and Irstead too. Neatishead is the
village in the middle of the community – the only other route between Irstead and Barton
Turf being by water.
• Representation. The proposed boundary change would result in people in the community
around Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead being represented by two different District
Councillors. This would this make the delivery of future local community projects and
activities much harder.
o Councillor support has been vital in delivering many of the historical successes and social
ventures. Having one District Councillor with a real understanding of the needs of our tightknit rural community, and the opportunities that are available to its residents, has proved
successful in supporting the community to achieve all that is has achieved to date.
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o In contrast, two representatives over the three villages would make working with external
agencies much more complicated. And they would struggle in trying to merge the interests of
a split rural community with the very different issues of the neighbouring areas. This would
only serve to threaten the ongoing success of the three villages in combatting social isolation
and providing local support.
The three villages – and two parishes - of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead have worked
together over many years as a well represented, cohesive, supportive community . I feel
most strongly that the Commission’s proposal threatens all that has been achieved to date and
could be achieved in future.
In reporting on your consultation exercise I would be grateful if you would include this
response in the number you have received from residents in the area but withhold my name.
Thank you.
Yours sincerely
Tony Cuss,
Resident, Barton Turf
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North Norfolk District
Personal Details:
Name:

E-mail:

Chris Goodwin

Postcode:

Organisation Name:

Comment text:

The idea of pairing Beeston Regis with The Runtons seems particularly ill-advised. These
parishes have little or nothing in common and a much more suitable pairing would be Beeston
Regis with Sheringham North. This arrangement would be good for both areas and would benfit
Sheringham North by providing expertise which currently appears to be a little lacking.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

North Norfolk District
Personal Details:
Name:

E-mail:

Sue Goodwin

Postcode:

Organisation Name:

Comment text:

I use the facilities in Sheringham on a regular basis (medical, shopping, religion, meetings)
Both the police and fire services serve Beeston Regis. I would feel more reassured if Beeston
Regis remained part of Sheringham and is still able to take an active part in the wider
community. Perhaps it would be worth thinking about The Runtons being part of the Cromer
district with its range of services and community. I am against the North Norfolk Draft Proposal.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

RESPONSE OF OBJECTION TO PROPOSED BOUNDARY CHANGE
AFFECTING NIB VILLAGES
Subject: ELECTORAL REVIEW OF NORTH NORFOLK
Dear Mr Carlsson‐Hyslop
We are writing to register our opposition to the commission’s proposal to separate the
administration of the neighbouring parishes of Neatishead and Barton Turf & Irstead in
terms of North Norfolk District Council’s ward changes. We recognise the broad need to
review electoral arrangements from time to time, including for North Norfolk, and have no
issues in principle with the generic aims you apply to the pattern of wards. However at local
level in the case of the three villages of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead, the conclusions
you have reached which have led to this proposal are extremely upsetting and wholly
inappropriate.
We are writing as a residents of neatishead and have taken part in activities such as fitness ,
bowels and attended outings and village fetes.
Our views are based on the following.
● There is an intensely strong level of community identity (an aim of the Boundary
Commission) across the three villages, fostered over many generations. This identity is
arguably more vital today in a world where support provided by residents to each other
can help reduce the strain on the services provided by central and local government.
The evidence of this community identity is vast and varied.
o

o

o
o

The links between the three villages (current two parishes) have long been
intertwined. This has been documented in particular through the work of The
Neatishead, Irstead and Barton Community Heritage Group which won a Lottery
award to fund significant research on the life and times of residents through the
first world war.
The Church Benefice covers the three villages together and has done so for many
years. The parish magazine is called the NIB (Neatishead, Irstead and Barton)
News.
There is one local primary school with pupils drawn from across the three villages,
an active PTA and involvement in community‐wide activity.
There has long been one community hall serving the three villages. Its hugely
successful recent replacement is as a result of the collaboration of massive
voluntary effort from residents across the community in fundraising, design and
building. It is now managed by a committee for the benefit of local residents, is the
meeting place for many of the community groups and is heavily booked. Last
month saw the new year Big Community Breakfast and there is a monthly farmers’
market.

o

o

The community shop is owned by local residents in the three villages and run by
volunteers both on the committee, in the shop itself and behind the scenes. It
provides a vital convenience store for the community as well as a great meeting
point for communications about activities , ticket selling for local events and most
importantly a life line for villagers who need a cheery chat.
The range of active community groups is vast, relative to the size of the population
including
▪ the Community Gym, Gardening Club , Village Screen, an Arts Group, a
Wi ,Friends and Neighbours,Knit and Stitch (part of the wider norfolk
Knitters movement),the cricket club, the bowls club, the WISE ladies club,
NABS (amateur dramatics society) , and even a local choir.

The vast majority of the membership of the committees that run these activities and the
many participants that enjoy them is consistently drawn from the three villages
together.
This degree of community identity is as a result of members of all three villages working
together on many projects over many many years – and they will continue to do so.
● Geography. Not only would the proposed boundary change separate Neatishead parish
from that of Barton Turf and Irstead at district level, thereby splitting up what is
currently a fabulous tight‐knit cohesive community, but it would split Barton Turf and
Irstead too. Neatishead is the village in the middle of the community – the only other
route between Irstead and Barton Turf being by water.
● Representation. The proposed boundary change would result in people in the
community around Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead being represented by two
different District Councillors. This would make the delivery of future local community
projects and activities very difficult.
o Councillor support has been vital in delivering many of the historical successes and
social ventures. Having one District Councillor with a real understanding of the
needs of our tight‐knit rural community, and the opportunities that are available to
its residents, has proved extremely successful in supporting the community to
achieve all that is has achieved to date.
o In contrast, two representatives over the three villages would make working with
external agencies much more complicated. And they would struggle in trying to
merge the interests of a split rural community with the very different issues of the
neighbouring areas. This would only serve to threaten the ongoing success of the
three villages in combatting social isolation and providing local support which is
vital for the young and elderly alike.
The three villages – and two parishes ‐ of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead have always
worked together over many years as a well represented, cohesive, supportive community .
We are extremely worried and concerned that the Commission’s proposal will severely
threaten all that has been achieved to date and could be achieved in future.
In reporting on your consultation exercise I would be grateful if you would include this
response in the number you have received from residents in the area but withhold my
personal details.
Thank you.

Yours sincerely
Phyll, Charley and Jonathan Goss

Felicity & Clive Gritten BEM JP

29th January 2017
DRAFT RESPONSE OF OBJECTION TO PROPOSED BOUNDARY CHANGE
AFFECTING NIB VILLAGES
Subject: ELECTORAL REVIEW OF NORTH NORFOLK
Dear Mr Carlsson-Hyslop
My wife and I are writing to register our opposition to the commission’s proposal to
separate the administration of the neighbouring parishes of Neatishead and Barton
Turf & Irstead in terms of North Norfolk District Council’s ward changes. We
recognise the broad need to review electoral arrangements from time to time,
including for North Norfolk, and have no issues in principle with the generic aims you
apply to the pattern of wards. But at local level in the case of the three villages of
Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead, the conclusions you have reached which have
led to this proposal are wholly inappropriate.
We are writing as residents of our village and members of our local Gardening Club,
The Scout Association and NHS East of England Ambulance Service First
Responder Team, we are involved with.
Our views are based on the following.
•

There is an intensely strong level of community identity (an aim of the Boundary
Commission) across the three villages, fostered over many generations. This
identity is arguably more vital today in a world where support provided by
residents to each other can help reduce the strain on the services provided by
central and local government.
The evidence of this community identity is vast and varied.
o The links between the three villages (current two parishes) have long been
intertwined. This has been documented in particular through the work of The
Neatishead, Irstead and Barton Community Heritage Group which won a
Lottery award to fund significant research on the life and times of residents
through the first world war.
o The Church Benefice covers the three villages together and has done so for
many years. The parish magazine is aptly called the NIB (Neatishead,
Irstead and Barton) News.
o There is one local primary school with pupils drawn from across the three
villages, an active PTA and involvement in community-wide activity.
o There has long been one community hall serving the three villages. Its hugely
successful recent replacement is as a result of the collaboration of massive
voluntary effort from residents across the community in fundraising, design

and building. It is now managed by a committee for the benefit of local
residents, is the meeting place for many of the community groups and is
heavily booked. Last month saw the new year Big Community Breakfast and
there is a monthly farmers’ market.
o The community shop is owned by local residents in the three villages and run
by volunteers both on the committee, in the shop itself and behind the
scenes. Not only does it provide an important convenience store for the
community but it is also the focal point for communications about activities
and for ticket selling for local events.
o The range of active community groups is vast, relative to the size of the
population including


the Community Gym



the Gardening Club



the Village Screen



an Arts Group



a WI



Friends and Neighbours



Knit and Stitch (part of the wider Norfolk Knitters movement)



the cricket club



the bowls club



the WISE ladies club



NABS (amateur dramatics society)



the choral society



the NHS East of England Ambulance Service Trust First Responder
Team



The Scout Association and Duke of Edinburgh's Award Scheme

The vast majority of the membership of the committees that run these activities
and the many participants that enjoy them is consistently drawn from the three
villages together.
As a members of four of the stated organisations we know that there are many
other members and participants, whom live in Barton, Irstead and in Neatishead.
This degree of community identity is as a result of members of all three villages
working together on many projects over the years - and we will continue to do so.
•

Geography. Not only would the proposed boundary change separate Neatishead
parish from that of Barton Turf and Irstead at district level, thereby splitting up
what is currently a tight-knit cohesive community, but it would split Barton Turf
and Irstead too. Neatishead is the village in the middle of the community – the
only other route between Irstead and Barton Turf being by water.

•

Representation. The proposed boundary change would result in people in the
community around Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead being represented by two
different District Councillors.

•

This surely is an anomalous situation having two District Councillors with the
inconvenience and associated costs & expenses involved. This would this make
the delivery of future local community projects and activities much harder.
o Councillor support has been vital in delivering many of the historical
successes and social ventures. Having one District Councillor with a real
understanding of the needs of our tight-knit rural community, and the
opportunities that are available to its residents, has proved successful in
supporting the community to achieve all that is has achieved to date.
o In contrast, two representatives over the three villages would make working
with external agencies much more complicated. And they would struggle in
trying to merge the interests of a split rural community with the very different
issues of the neighbouring areas. This would only serve to threaten the
ongoing success of the three villages in combating social isolation and
providing local support.

The three villages – and two parishes - of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead have
worked together over many years as a well represented, cohesive, supportive
community . I/we feel most strongly that the Commission’s proposal threatens all that
has been achieved to date and could be achieved in future.
In reporting on your consultation exercise I would be grateful if you would include this
response in the number you have received from residents in the area. Thank you.
Yours sincerely
Felicity & Clive Gritten

We STRONGLY support the Parish Councils of Barton
Turf and Neatishead in their objection to the
proposed boundary changes separating Neatishead
from the local Community to join with Hoveton.
The Neatishead Barton Turf and Irstead local
community is very strong and has many joint
community projects and organizations all well
supported.
These include
The Community Shop
The Community Village Hall (The Victory Hall)
The Parish magazine (The NIB)
The Local History Society
Neatishead and Barton Turf WI
PS How many residents of Hoveton know where the
NIB villages are ???
Tom Harmer
Ruth Harmer

1

2

Please don’t destroy our villages – Irstead, Barton Turf and Neatishead. These are very special to all of us
and we have no wish to be lumped with Hoveton – neither does Hoveton pc wish for boundary
changes. What’s the point and why waste money?
I’ve lived in Neatishead for almost 19 years and found it the most friendly place I’ve ever come across –
and what’s more, the most peaceful and beautiful part of Norfolk.
Hoveton is NOT a village, it is a township and we have nothing in common with it.
Is there anything Norman Lamb MP can do to squash this awful idea?

Mrs D Hathaway,

1

I am opposed to the reduction in councillors and feel with the proposed growth that is imminent in Fakenham north,
two councillors should be maintained.
Yours Sincerely,
Mr J. Hathaway
.
Sent from my iPad

1

Sirs,
I have just been notified of proposed changes to the Fakenham Lancaster Wards and am most concerned
about the lack of public notification and the extremely short period in which to comment.
If it is correct that the boundary is to be changed to equalize the existing population that councilors will
represent then it makes no sense to reduce the number of representatives for the north ward.
If however the future population of an expanded north Fakenham is being taken into consideration then
when the areas are equal again will yet another councilor be lost in the south ward?
My immediate reaction is that there is a concerted effort to eliminate one of the present councilors who
happens to be a married couple. I do hope that my suspicions are unjustified.
Barry Hawkes
Resident of Fakenham North Ward

1

January 30 2017

Dear Mr Carlsson‐Hyslop

Re: Electoral Review of North Norfolk

As a resident of Barton Turf for over 40 years I am writing to register my opposition to the commission’s proposal to separate the administration
of the neighbouring parishes of Neatishead and Barton Turf & Irstead in terms of North Norfolk District Council’s ward changes. I recognise the
broad need to review electoral arrangements from time to time, including for North Norfolk, and have no issues in principle with the generic
aims you apply to the pattern of wards. However, at local level, in the case of the three villages of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead, the
conclusions you have reached which have led to this proposal are wholly inappropriate.

When we moved to our house in
, Barton Turf, in 1973 with our young family Neatishead was the hub of activities for the three
villages. My daughter attended Neatishead playgroup of which I was a founder member and I along with several young wives from the villages
began Barton and Neatishead Ladies Group so that incomers could get social contacts easily in a relaxed environment. My children then
attended Neatishead Primary School and my husband coached the boys’ football team as well as organising inter‐village competitions and
events. We celebrated the Queen’s Silver Jubilee with great enthusiasm. This is my early experience of the intensely strong level of community
identity (an aim of the Boundary Commission) across the three villages, fostered over many generations. This identity is arguably more vital
today in a world where support provided by residents to each other can help reduce the strain on the services provided by central and local
government.

We have been socially involved since we moved here. My husband helped form the Barton Turf Bowls Club and the Indoor Bowls Club in
Neatishead. He served on the committee which raised funds and worked to replace the former Victory Hall. He also put many hours into the
re‐creation of the community shop in Neatishead, The White House Stores, and helped with the financial matters.

I have been less active but I did serve on the New Victory Hall Committee as secretary for a while and joined the Barton Turf Choral Society. I
am a member of the local Community Gym from which I and others greatly benefit both socially and physically. I also go to Knit and Stitch. I
am not by nature a joiner but no one living in our three villages needs to feel that there is nothing for them to do.

The New Victory Hall is the hub of social activities. So much work was put into its fundraising and design which has been fully justified by its
central position within the three villages. Numerous clubs and activities take place weekly as well as monthly events and special events and
exhibitions. In this hall we can all meet whether regularly or occasionally and be assured of a warm welcome. With the shop and the pub the
area has come alive again and it is a good community to live in. And we get all the news from our monthly Parish magazine, the NIB. This
strength of community identity is as a result of members of all three villages working together on many projects over the years – as they continue
to do so.
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The proposed boundary changes are a nonsense geographically, historically and socially. The three communities are physically linked and work
harmoniously together. Ours is a rural community which has llttle or nothing in common with Hoveton which is firmly glued onto Wroxham,
suburban, insular and nothing like the community we share. I tried attending a series of W.E.A talks at the Broadland Youth Centre as it was
then and the lack of welcome for and the sidelining of outsiders became uncomfortable so I eventually left along with others.

As for representation, we have been well represented by our District Councillor who knows us and our needs so well having been closely involved
with the workings of committees and dealing with issues. The proposed boundary change would result in people in the community around
Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead being represented by two different District Councillors. This would this make the delivery of future local
community projects and activities much harder. External agencies are much more complicated. And they would struggle in trying to merge the
interests of a split rural community with the very different issues of the neighbouring areas. This would only serve to threaten the ongoing
success of the three villages in combatting social isolation and providing local support.

The three villages – and two parishes ‐ of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead have worked together over many years as a well represented,
cohesive, supportive community . This community has supported me so well after the death of my husband and despite living in a lightly
populated area and reliant on my own transport I intend to stay here as long as I can independently. I have been shaken and appalled by the
Commission’s proposal which threatens all that has been achieved here to date and could be achieved in future.

Yours sincerely

LINDA HICKIN (Mrs)
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Dear All,
I would like to register my objection to proposed boundary changes which will affect Neatishead, Irstead
and Barton Turf.
For all my living memory, these 3 villages have been closely linked in a common community and shared
events. To split them up as proposed, would in my opinion have a negative impact on the strong community
spirit which historically has tied these villages together. Hoveton is a very different, urban community and
does not match at all well with rural nature of Neatishead.
As background I was born in Barton Turf and grew up in Neatishead very near to Irstead, so I and my
family have enjoyed the shared community created by these geographically close villages for many years.
Yours Sincerely
Alan Horner
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To Be picked up by Dan Carlsson-Hyslop
Subject: ELECTORAL REVIEW OF NORTH NORFOLK
The proposal which affects our local community ‐ to separate Neatishead parish from Barton Turf and
Irstead parish and amalgamate it with Hoveton.
Dear Mr Carlsson‐Hyslop
I am writing to register my opposition to the commission’s proposal to separate the administration of the

neighbouring parishes of Neatishead and Barton Turf & Irstead in terms of North Norfolk District Council’s
ward changes. I recognise the broad need to review electoral arrangements from time to time, including
for North Norfolk, and have no issues in principle with the generic aims you apply to the pattern of wards.
But at local level in the case of the three villages of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead, the conclusions
you have reached which have led to this proposal are wholly inappropriate.
I am writing as a resident of Neatishead and members of Neatishead Nostalgia, Neatishead, Irstead &
Barton Turf Community Heritage Group, BroadBeat Community Choir, NVH Indoor Bowls Club, and as
Deputy Editor of The NIB Parish Magazine which covers Neatishead, Irstead & Barton Turf community (AS
ONE).
My views are based on the following.
 There is an intensely strong level of community identity (an aim of the Boundary Commission)
across the three villages, fostered over many generations. (My husband’s family goes back to 16th
Century – unbroken living in Neatishead!!) This identity is arguably more vital today in a world where
support provided by residents to each other can help reduce the strain on the services provided by
central and local government.
The evidence of this community identity is vast and varied.
o The links between the three villages (current two parishes) have long been intertwined. This
has been documented in particular through the work of The Neatishead, Irstead and Barton
Community Heritage Group which won a Lottery award to fund significant research on the life and
times of residents through the First World War, which I am Secretary of. It is a brilliant group – I
have bought together people over 50 people who were at the village school over 50 years ago
too!
o The Church Benefice covers the three villages together and has done so for many years. The
parish magazine is called the NIB (Neatishead, Irstead and Barton) News. Which I am Deputy
Editor of this year.
o There is one local primary school with pupils drawn from across the three villages, an active
PTA and involvement in community‐wide activity.
1

o There has long been one community hall serving the three villages. Its hugely successful recent
replacement is as a result of the collaboration of massive voluntary effort from residents across
the community in fundraising, design and building. It is now managed by a committee for the
benefit of local residents, is the meeting place for many of the community groups and is heavily
booked. Last month saw the New Year Big Community Breakfast and there is a monthly farmers’
market.
o The community shop is owned by local residents in the three villages and run by volunteers
both on the committee, in the shop itself and behind the scenes. Not only does it provide an
important convenience store for the community but it is also the focal point for communications
about activities and for ticket selling for local events.
o The range of active community groups is vast, relative to the size of the population including
 the Community Gym
 the Gardening Club
 the Village Screen
 an Arts Group
 a WI
 Friends and Neighbours
 Knit and Stitch (part of the wider Norfolk Knitters movement)
 the cricket club
 the bowls club
 the WISE ladies club
 NABS (amateur dramatics society)
 the choral society
 BroadBeat Choir – a community choir
 Heritage Group
 Indoor Bowls Club
 Outdoor Bowls Club
The vast majority of the membership of the committees that run these activities and the many
participants that enjoy them is consistently drawn from the three villages together.
This degree of community identity is as a result of members of all three villages working together on
many projects over the years – and they will continue to do so.
 Geography. Not only would the proposed boundary change separate Neatishead parish from that
of Barton Turf and Irstead at district level, thereby splitting up what is currently a tight‐knit cohesive
community, but it would split Barton Turf and Irstead too. Neatishead is the village in the middle of the
community – the only other route between Irstead and Barton Turf being by water.
 Representation. The proposed boundary change would result in people in the community around
Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead being represented by two different District Councillors. This would
this make the delivery of future local community projects and activities much harder.
o Councillor support has been vital in delivering many of the historical successes and social
ventures. Having one District Councillor with a real understanding of the needs of our tight‐knit
rural community, and the opportunities that are available to its residents, has proved successful in
supporting the community to achieve all that is has achieved to date.
o In contrast, two representatives over the three villages would make working with external
agencies much more complicated. And they would struggle in trying to merge the interests of a
split rural community with the very different issues of the neighbouring areas. This would only
serve to threaten the ongoing success of the three villages in combatting social isolation and
providing local support.
The three villages – and two parishes ‐ of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead have worked together over
many years as a well‐represented, cohesive, supportive community. I feel most strongly that the
Commission’s proposal threatens all that has been achieved to date and could be achieved in future.
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In reporting on your consultation exercise I would be grateful if you would include this response in the
number you have received from residents in the area. Thank you.
Please listen to our voices – we are only a small rural village but we are an amazing community – people
come here and comment how lucky we are – and we are, so please don’t change anything.
Yours sincerely
Mrs Carol Horner
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Dear Mr Carlsson‐Hyslop
I am writing to object to the proposal to separate the parish of Neatishead from that of Barton and Irstead and put it
in a ward with Hoveton. There are two main grounds for the objection.
Firstly, and most importantly, the proposal does not "reflect community interests and identities" and is not "based
on strong, easily identifiable boundaries". The three villages, Neatishead, Irstead and Barton Turf, are totally
interlinked. Numerous activities are shared between them, not least the community shop, village hall and pub. The
list of organisations, such as the NIB drama society, jointly covering the three (with events reported in the joint
parish newsletter, "the
NIB") is a long one. The land route from Barton to Irstead passes through Neatishead (as is suggested by my
address). It makes no sense to separate them politically.
Secondly, Neatishead is a village while Hoveton is a small town. Their interests may often not coincide and so it
would be difficult for a single councillor to represent them.
Yours sincerely
Geoffrey Horton
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North Norfolk District
Personal Details:
Name:

E-mail:

Alicia Hull

Postcode:

Organisation Name

Comment text:

The aim to have equal sized wards is good. However, the primary aim to reduce the number of
wards and councillors is unhelpful and undemocratic. This area has a spread out population.
Each ward contains several Parishes. Existing councillors often do not get to all the Parish
Council meetings they should. Making wards larger will only make their task harder, and will
provide less representation for the public. The new ward of Roughton now includes Gimingham,
which has nothing in common with the Roughton area.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Dear Mr Carlsson‐Hyslop
We writing to register [my/our] opposition to the commission’s proposal to separate the administration of the
neighbouring parishes of Neatishead and Barton Turf & Irstead in terms of North Norfolk District Council’s ward
changes. [I/we] recognise the broad need to review electoral arrangements from time to time, including for North
Norfolk, and have no issues in principle with the generic aims you apply to the pattern of wards. But at local level in
the case of the three villages of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead, the conclusions you have reached which have
led to this proposal are wholly inappropriate.
We are writing as a resident of Irstead.
The views of my wife and I are based on the following.



There is an intensely strong level of community identity (an aim of the Boundary Commission) across
the three villages, fostered over many generations. This identity is arguably more vital today in a world
where support provided by residents to each other can help reduce the strain on the services provided
by central and local government.
The evidence of this community identity is vast and varied.

o

o
o
o

o

o

The links between the three villages (current two parishes) have long been intertwined. This has
been documented in particular through the work of The Neatishead, Irstead and Barton
Community Heritage Group which won a Lottery award to fund significant research on the life and
times of residents through the first world war.
The Church Benefice covers the three villages together and has done so for many years. The
parish magazine is called the NIB (Neatishead, Irstead and Barton) News.
There is one local primary school with pupils drawn from across the three villages, an active PTA
and involvement in community‐wide activity.
There has long been one community hall serving the three villages. Its hugely successful recent
replacement is as a result of the collaboration of massive voluntary effort from residents across
the community in fundraising, design and building. It is now managed by a committee for the
benefit of local residents, is the meeting place for many of the community groups and is heavily
booked. Last month saw the new year Big Community Breakfast and there is a monthly farmers’
market.
The community shop is owned by local residents in the three villages and run by volunteers both
on the committee, in the shop itself and behind the scenes. Not only does it provide an important
convenience store for the community but it is also the focal point for communications about
activities and for ticket selling for local events.
The range of active community groups is vast, relative to the size of the population including
 the Community Gym
 the Gardening Club
 the Village Screen
 an Arts Group
 a WI
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Friends and Neighbours
Knit and Stitch (part of the wider Norfolk Knitters movement)
the cricket club
the bowls club
the WISE ladies club
NABS (amateur dramatics society)
the choral society

The vast majority of the membership of the committees that run these activities and the many participants that
enjoy them is consistently drawn from the three villages together.
This degree of community identity is as a result of members of all three villages working together on many projects
over the years – and they will continue to do so.





Geography. Not only would the proposed boundary change separate Neatishead parish from that of
Barton Turf and Irstead at district level, thereby splitting up what is currently a tight‐knit cohesive
community, but it would split Barton Turf and Irstead too. Neatishead is the village in the middle of the
community – the only other route between Irstead and Barton Turf being by water.
Representation. The proposed boundary change would result in people in the community around
Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead being represented by two different District Councillors. This would
this make the delivery of future local community projects and activities much harder.
o Councillor support has been vital in delivering many of the historical successes and social
ventures. Having one District Councillor with a real understanding of the needs of our tight‐knit
rural community, and the opportunities that are available to its residents, has proved successful in
supporting the community to achieve all that is has achieved to date.
o In contrast, two representatives over the three villages would make working with external
agencies much more complicated. And they would struggle in trying to merge the interests of a
split rural community with the very different issues of the neighbouring areas. This would only
serve to threaten the ongoing success of the three villages in combatting social isolation and
providing local support.

The three villages – and two parishes ‐ of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead have worked together over many
years as a well‐represented, cohesive, supportive community . We feel most strongly that the Commission’s
proposal threatens all that has been achieved to date and could be achieved in future.
Yours sincerely
Mike Jones & Sally Jones
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DRAFT RESPONSE OF OBJECTION TO PROPOSED BOUNDARY CHANGE AFFECTING NIB
VILLAGES
Subject: ELECTORAL REVIEW OF NORTH NORFOLK
Dear Mr Carlsson‐Hyslop
We are writing to register our opposition to the commission’s proposal to separate the
administration of the neighbouring parishes of Neatishead and Barton Turf & Irstead in
terms of North Norfolk District Council’s ward changes. [I/we] recognise the broad need to
review electoral arrangements from time to time, including for North Norfolk, and have no
issues in principle with the generic aims you apply to the pattern of wards. But at local level
in the case of the three villages of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead, the conclusions you
have reached which have led to this proposal are wholly inappropriate.
We are writing as residents of Neatishead and members of Barton Church (Church
Warden) and PCC, Trustee of New Victory Hall Neatishead, Manager of Parish Magazine and
member of NABS
Our views are based on the following.


There is an intensely strong level of community identity (an aim of the Boundary
Commission) across the three villages, fostered over many generations. This identity is
arguably more vital today in a world where support provided by residents to each other
can help reduce the strain on the services provided by central and local government.
The evidence of this community identity is vast and varied.
o The links between the three villages (current two parishes) have long been
intertwined. This has been documented in particular through the work of The
Neatishead, Irstead and Barton Community Heritage Group which won a Lottery
award to fund significant research on the life and times of residents through the
first world war.
o The Church Benefice covers the three villages together and has done so for many
years. The parish magazine is called the NIB (Neatishead, Irstead and Barton)
News.
o There is one local primary school with pupils drawn from across the three villages, an
active PTA and involvement in community‐wide activity.
o There has long been one community hall serving the three villages. Its hugely
successful recent replacement is as a result of the collaboration of massive
voluntary effort from residents across the community in fundraising, design and
building. It is now managed by a committee for the benefit of local residents, is the
meeting place for many of the community groups and is heavily booked. Last
month saw the new year Big Community Breakfast and there is a monthly farmers’
market.
o The community shop is owned by local residents in the three villages and run by
volunteers both on the committee, in the shop itself and behind the scenes. Not
only does it provide an important convenience store for the community but it is

also the focal point for communications about activities and for ticket selling for
local events.
o The range of active community groups is vast, relative to the size of the population
including
 the Community Gym
 the Gardening Club
 the Village Screen
 an Arts Group
 a WI
 Friends and Neighbours
 Knit and Stitch (part of the wider Norfolk Knitters movement)
 the cricket club
 the bowls club
 the WISE ladies club
 NABS (amateur dramatics society)
 the choral society
 Bridge Club
 Wherry Brass Orchestra
The vast majority of the membership of the committees that run these activities and the
many participants that enjoy them is consistently drawn from the three villages
together.
The membership of all these organisations draws from all 3 villages. We work as a
cohesive team. Neatishead is at the centre of these groups.
This degree of community identity is as a result of members of all three villages working
together on many projects over the years – and they will continue to do so.




Geography. Not only would the proposed boundary change separate Neatishead parish
from that of Barton Turf and Irstead at district level, thereby splitting up what is
currently a tight‐knit cohesive community, but it would split Barton Turf and Irstead too.
Neatishead is the village in the middle of the community – the only other route between
Irstead and Barton Turf being by water.
Representation. The proposed boundary change would result in people in the
community around Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead being represented by two
different District Councillors. This would this make the delivery of future local
community projects and activities much harder.
o Councillor support has been vital in delivering many of the historical successes and
social ventures. Having one District Councillor with a real understanding of the
needs of our tight‐knit rural community, and the opportunities that are available to
its residents, has proved successful in supporting the community to achieve all that
is has achieved to date.
o In contrast, two representatives over the three villages would make working with
external agencies much more complicated. And they would struggle in trying to
merge the interests of a split rural community with the very different issues of the
neighbouring areas. This would only serve to threaten the ongoing success of the
three villages in combatting social isolation and providing local support.

The three villages – and two parishes ‐ of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead have worked
together over many years as a well represented, cohesive, supportive community . I/we
feel most strongly that the Commission’s proposal threatens all that has been achieved to
date and could be achieved in future.
In reporting on your consultation exercise I would be grateful if you would include this
response in the number you have received from residents in the area but withhold my
name. Thank you.
Yours sincerely,
Vincent & Yvonne Kendrick,

Only just found out!
The three villages of Irstead, Barton Turf and Neatishead have had common purpose for many, many
years. Any change would be ridiculous and indicates that those proposing such changes have no idea of
local community co‐operation and the sheer practicalities of such an ill‐thought pla.
I would happily expand on my views if necessary.
Jane King
Sent from Outlook
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January 26, 2017
Dear Mr Carlsson‐Hyslop
RE: ELECTORAL REVIEW OF NORTH NORFOLK
We are writing to register our opposition to the commission’s proposal to separate the
administration of the neighbouring parishes of Neatishead and Barton Turf & Irstead in terms of
North Norfolk District Council’s ward changes. We recognise the broad need to review electoral
arrangements from time to time, including for North Norfolk, and have no issues in principle with
the generic aims you apply to the pattern of wards. But at local level in the case of the three
villages of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead, the conclusions you have reached which have led
to this proposal are wholly inappropriate.
We are writing as residents of Barton Turf who support and attend all Barton Turf, Neatishead and
Irstead Parish Churches, are members of Neatishead Baptist Church; Neatishead and Barton
Drama Group; Neatishead, Irstead and Barton Community Heritage Group; Neatishead, Irstead
and Barton Horticultural Club and also active members of the 3 Villages Community Shop as well
as the New Victory Hall.
Our views are based on the following.


There is an intensely strong level of community identity (an aim of the Boundary Commission)
across the three villages, fostered over many generations. This identity is arguably more vital
today in a world where support provided by residents to each other can help reduce the strain
on the services provided by central and local government.
The evidence of this community identity is vast and varied.
o The links between the three villages (current two parishes) have long been intertwined.
This has been documented in particular through the work of The Neatishead, Irstead and
Barton Community Heritage Group which won a Lottery award to fund significant
research on the life and times of residents through the first world war.
o The Church Benefice covers the three villages together and has done so for many years.
The parish magazine is called the NIB (Neatishead, Irstead and Barton) News.
o There is one local primary school with pupils drawn from across the three villages, an
active PTA and involvement in community‐wide activity.
o There has long been one community hall serving the three villages. Its hugely successful
recent replacement is as a result of the collaboration of massive voluntary effort from
residents across the community in fundraising, design and building. It is now managed by
a committee for the benefit of local residents, is the meeting place for many of the
community groups and is heavily booked. Last month saw the New Year Big Community
Breakfast and there is a monthly farmers’ market.
o The community shop is owned by local residents in the three villages and run by
volunteers both on the committee, in the shop itself and behind the scenes. Not only
does it provide an important convenience store for the community but it is also the focal
point for communications about activities and for ticket selling for local events.
o The range of active community groups is vast, relative to the size of the population
including
 the Community Gym













the Gardening Club
the Village Screen
an Arts Group
a WI
Friends and Neighbours
Knit and Stitch (part of the wider Norfolk Knitters movement)
the cricket club
the bowls club
the WISE ladies club
NABS (amateur dramatics society)
the choral society

The vast majority of the membership of the committees that run these activities and the many
participants that enjoy them is consistently drawn from the three villages together.
This degree of community identity is a result of members of all three villages working together
on many projects over the years – and they will continue to do so.




Geography. Not only would the proposed boundary change separate Neatishead parish from
that of Barton Turf and Irstead at district level, thereby splitting up what is currently a tight‐
knit cohesive community, but it would split Barton Turf and Irstead too. Neatishead is the
village in the middle of the community – the only other route between Irstead and Barton Turf
being by water.
Representation. The proposed boundary change would result in people in the community
around Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead being represented by two different District
Councillors. This would this make the delivery of future local community projects and activities
much harder.
o Councillor support has been vital in delivering many of the historical successes and social
ventures. Having one District Councillor with a real understanding of the needs of our
tight‐knit rural community, and the opportunities that are available to its residents, has
proved successful in supporting the community to achieve all that is has achieved to date.
o In contrast, two representatives over the three villages would make working with external
agencies much more complicated. And they would struggle in trying to merge the
interests of a split rural community with the very different issues of the neighbouring
areas. This would only serve to threaten the ongoing success of the three villages in
combatting social isolation and providing local support.

The three villages – and two parishes ‐ of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead have worked
together over many years as a well represented, cohesive, supportive community . We feel most
strongly that the Commission’s proposal threatens all that has been achieved to date and could be
achieved in future.
In reporting on your consultation exercise I would be grateful if you would include this response in
the number you have received from residents in the area. Thank you.
Yours sincerely

Roger W Lamb

Susan Lamb

From: Jan Levermore
Sent: Thursday, January 26, 2017 2:26 PM
To: reviews@lgbcc.org.uk

Subject: Boundary change proposals - Neatishead, Irstead and Barton

Attention: Dan Carlsson‐Hisslop
I wish to register my objection to the proposed boundary changes, whereby Neatishead becomes merged
with Hoveton parish council. As has been said in protest letters sent to you, not only would this affect the
cohesiveness of Neatishead as a community, it will also greatly skew the projected housing needs for the
area. Why were we not kept up to date with this information and given the chance to attend a public
meeting to discuss the matter? Jan Levermore,
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For the attention of Dan Carlson ‐Hyslop Dear Mr Carlsson‐Hyslop, We are writing to register our opposition to the
proposal to separate the administration of the neighbouring parishes of Neatishead, Barton & Irstead in terms of
North Norfolk District Council changes. We recognise the need to review these arrangements from time to
time.However at local level in the case of the Three Villages of Neatishead, Barton & Irstead, the conclusions you
have reached are totally inappropriate.
We are writing as residents of Neatishead. We consider ourselves to be part of the Three Villages. We have a strong
level of identity across the three villages and most of our community projects are completely inter‐linked.
Neatishead is physically and socially at the centre of these Three Villages . Neatishead is the village where the village
hall and community shop can be found. Both of these projects being set up by the people of all Three villages, but
housed in Neatishead as it is the centre of our unit.
The links between our villages have long been documented through parishes,churches as well as our social life, in
the numerous clubs all supported by the combined villages. The Three Villages combined sense of community is the
strongest we have ever lived amongst.
The NIB which is our local magazine and NABS our local drama group bears our combined names.
Neatishead has no such ties with Hoveton and all Three Villages have worked together for many many years and
represent a cohesive,supportive community. The boundary changes would remove our identity and sense of
belonging which could not be achieved by combining us with Hoveton. We have no transport link or social ties with
this parish. We feel that the proposals threaten all that we have achieved to date and could be achieved in the
future as a community.
In reporting on your consultation exercise I would be grateful if you would include this response in the number you
have received from residents in our area but withhold my name.
Thank you.
Barry & Margaret Lloyd
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Local resident submissions to the North Norfolk electoral review
This PDF document contains submissions from the local residents of North Norfolk.
Some versions of Adobe allow the viewer to move quickly between
bookmarks.

Dear Mr Carlsson-Hyslop,
We are writing to object to the proposed change in electoral boundaries for the parishes of
Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead in North Norfolk.
Your proposal to transfer Neatishead to the Hoveton ward would in our opinion be a
mistake as our 3 parishes not only intertwine geographically but have always acted as one
community. We are one of the rare areas of the country where a community has worked
together to achieve so much Eg. Our eco-friendly village Hall part built by the community
and shared by so many active local groups, a co-operative (with ownership shares held by
residents of all 3 parishes) village shop, an award winning pub and a very active Local
heritage group. Our district councillor has been of great help with a number of these
projects and we are fearful that having 2 councillors may bring unnecessary organisation
and possibly conflict over future issues or plans for our community.
Yours sincerely,
Ian & Helen McFadyen
Residents of Irstead.

Helen McFadyen
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As a resident of Neatishead for the last 46years and having been raised here as a child attending the local
school in the process I strongly object to the splitting up of the parishes of Neatishead Barton and Irstead
.The links between the villages are strong and always have been and I would think the majority of the
people involved would be horrified at the prospect of splitting them up . The villages have promoted a
united front in too many's ways to mention but the fact that we are a thriving community in an age where
they seem to be fast disappearing speaks for itself .
Please let us continue in the same vein .
Yours faithfully
Stewart Moulton
Resident of Neatishead

Sent from myMail for iOS
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RESPONSE OF OBJECTION TO PROPOSED BOUNDARY CHANGE AFFECTING NIB VILLAGES

Subject: ELECTORAL REVIEW OF NORTH NORFOLK

Dear Mr Carlsson‐Hyslop
We are writing to register our strong opposition to the commission’s proposal to separate the
administration of the neighbouring parishes of Neatishead and Barton Turf & Irstead in terms of North
Norfolk District Council’s ward changes. We recognise the broad need to review electoral arrangements
from time to time, including for North Norfolk, and have no issues in principle with the generic aims you
apply to the pattern of wards. But at local level in the case of the three villages of Neatishead, Barton Turf
and Irstead, the conclusions you have reached which have led to this proposal are wholly inappropriate.
We are writing as a resident of Neatishead .
Our views are based on the following.
 There is an immensely strong level of community identity (an aim of the Boundary Commission) across
the three villages, fostered over many generations.
 The evidence of this community identity is vast and varied.
o The links between the three villages (current two parishes) have long been intertwined. This has
been documented in particular through the work of The Neatishead, Irstead and Barton
Community Heritage Group which won a Lottery award to fund significant research on the life and
times of residents through the first world war.
o The Church Benefice covers the three villages together and has done so for many years. The parish
magazine is called the NIB (Neatishead, Irstead and Barton) News.
o There is one local primary school with pupils drawn from across the three villages, an active PTA
and involvement in community‐wide activity.
o There has long been one community hall serving the three villages. Its hugely successful recent
replacement was as a result of the collaboration of massive voluntary effort from residents across
the community in fundraising, design and building. It is now managed by a committee for the
benefit of local residents, is the meeting place for many of the community groups and is heavily
booked. Last month saw the new year Big Community Breakfast and there is a monthly farmers’
market.
o The community shop is owned by local residents in the three villages and run by volunteers both on
the committee, in the shop itself and behind the scenes. Not only does it provide an important
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convenience store for the community but it is also the focal point for communications about
activities and for ticket selling for local events.
o The range of active community groups is vast, relative to the size of the population including
 the Community Gym
 the Gardening Club
 the Village Screen
 an Arts Group
 a WI
 Friends and Neighbours
 Knit and Stitch (part of the wider Norfolk Knitters movement)
 the cricket club
 the bowls club
 the WISE ladies club
 NABS (amateur dramatics society)
 the choral society
The vast majority of the membership of the committees that run these activities and the many
participants that enjoy them is consistently drawn from the three villages together.
 Geography. Not only would the proposed boundary change separate Neatishead parish from that of
Barton Turf and Irstead at district level, thereby splitting up what is currently a tight‐knit cohesive
community, but it would split Barton Turf and Irstead too. Neatishead is the village in the middle of the
community – the only other route between Irstead and Barton Turf being by water.
 Representation. The proposed boundary change would result in people in the community around
Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead being represented by two different District Councillors. This would
this make the delivery of future local community projects and activities much harder.
o Councillor support has been vital in delivering many of the historical successes and social ventures.
Having one District Councillor with a real understanding of the needs of our tight‐knit rural
community, and the opportunities that are available to its residents, has proved successful in
supporting the community to achieve all that is has achieved to date.
o In contrast, two representatives over the three villages would make working with external agencies
much more complicated. And they would struggle in trying to merge the interests of a split rural
community with the very different issues of the neighbouring areas. This would only serve to
threaten the ongoing success of the three villages in combatting social isolation and providing
local support.
The three villages – and two parishes ‐ of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead have worked together over
many years as a well represented, cohesive, supportive community. We feel very strongly that the
Commission’s proposal threatens all that has been achieved to date and could be achieved in future.
In reporting on your consultation exercise I would be grateful if you would include this response in the
number you have received from residents in the area but withhold my name. Thank you.
Yours sincerely
Rev Neville and Mrs Val Khambatta
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I object to any boundary changes affecting Neatishead.
Michael and Susan O’Brien
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As a resident I wish to express my opinion that. with all the plans to increase the numbers of residents in
this area, it would be unacceptable to reduce our representation from two to only one District Councillor.
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Carlsson-Hyslop, Dan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Robert Peel
30 January 2017 16:53
reviews; Buck, Richard
ELECTORAL REVIEW OF NORTH NORFOLK response re parish of Neatishead

Dear Mr Carlsson‐Hyslop
I am writing to register my opposition to the commission’s proposal to separate the administration of the
neighbouring parishes of Neatishead and Barton Turf & Irstead in terms of North Norfolk District Council’s
ward changes. I recognise the broad need to review electoral arrangements from time to time, including
for North Norfolk, and have no issues in principle with the generic aims you apply to the pattern of wards.
But at local level in the case of the three villages of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead, the conclusions
you have reached which have led to this proposal are wholly inappropriate.
I am writing as a long‐term resident of Barton Turf, having grown up in the village and attended the local
primary school. Although I now live and work in London, my mother continues to live in Barton Turf and I
intend to return to the village. She and I are together responsible for the family farm which has property
and operations managed as a single unit in both Barton Turf and Neatishead, providing local employment
and the environmental benefits of Natural England’s Higher Level Stewardship scheme. My mother runs
(with others) the Barton & District Choral Society, which has members from Barton Turf, Neatishead and
elsewhere and puts on regular concerts locally.
I strongly feel that Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead are inextricably bound by historical ties and should
not be separated in local government in the manner proposed.
My views are based on the following.
 There is an intensely strong level of community identity (an aim of the Boundary Commission)
across the three villages, fostered over many generations. This identity is arguably more vital today in a
world where support provided by residents to each other can help reduce the strain on the services
provided by central and local government.
The evidence of this community identity is vast and varied.
o The links between the three villages (current two parishes) have long been intertwined. This
has been documented in particular through the work of The Neatishead, Irstead and Barton
Community Heritage Group which won a Lottery award to fund significant research on the life and
times of residents through the first world war.
o The Church Benefice covers the three villages together and has done so for many years.
o The parish magazine is called the NIB (Neatishead, Irstead and Barton) News.
o There is one local primary school with pupils drawn from across the three villages, an active
PTA and involvement in community‐wide activity.
o There has long been one community hall serving the three villages. Its hugely successful recent
replacement is as a result of the collaboration of massive voluntary effort from residents across
the community in fundraising, design and building. It is now managed by a committee for the
benefit of local residents, is the meeting place for many of the community groups and is heavily
booked. Last month saw the new year Big Community Breakfast and there is a monthly farmers’
market.
o The community shop is owned by local residents in the three villages and run by volunteers
both on the committee, in the shop itself and behind the scenes. Not only does it provide an
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important convenience store for the community but it is also the focal point for communications
about activities and for ticket selling for local events.
o The range of active community groups is vast, relative to the size of the population including
 the Community Gym
 the Gardening Club
 the Village Screen
 an Arts Group
 a WI
 Friends and Neighbours
 Knit and Stitch (part of the wider Norfolk Knitters movement)
 the cricket club
 the bowls club
 the WISE ladies club
 NABS (amateur dramatics society)
 the choral society referred to above
The vast majority of the membership of the committees that run these activities and the many
participants that enjoy them is consistently drawn from the three villages together.
This degree of community identity is as a result of members of all three villages working together on
many projects over the years – and they will continue to do so.
 Geography. Not only would the proposed boundary change separate Neatishead parish from that
of Barton Turf and Irstead at district level, thereby splitting up what is currently a tight‐knit cohesive
community, but it would split Barton Turf and Irstead (two villages forming a single parish) too.
Neatishead is the village in the middle of the community – the only other route between Irstead and
Barton Turf is by water.
 Representation. The proposed boundary change would result in people in the community around
Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead being represented by two different District Councillors. This would
this make the delivery of future local community projects and activities much harder.
o Councillor support has been vital in delivering many of the historical successes and social
ventures. Having one District Councillor with a real understanding of the needs of our tight‐knit
rural community, and the opportunities that are available to its residents, has proved successful in
supporting the community to achieve all that is has achieved to date.
o In contrast, two representatives over the three villages would make working with external
agencies much more complicated. And they would struggle in trying to merge the interests of a
split rural community with the very different issues of the neighbouring areas. This would only
serve to threaten the ongoing success of the three villages in combatting social isolation and
providing local support.
The three villages – and two parishes ‐ of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead have worked together over
many years as a well‐represented, cohesive, supportive community. I feel most strongly that the
Commission’s proposal threatens all that has been achieved to date and could be achieved in future.
In reporting on your consultation exercise I would be grateful if you would include this response in the
number you have received from residents in the area but withhold my name. Thank you.
Yours sincerely
2

Robert Peel
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North Norfolk District
Personal Details:
Name:

E-mail:

Mr & Mrs Pell

Postcode:

Organisation Name:

Comment text:

Detailed response with objections has been sent as part of our village involvement in village
activities. We do not agree with the boundary changes and can see no good reason for the
change. If anything Hoveton should be looking at joining Wroxham and making themselves a
town as they already have business trading in Hoveton and calling themselves Wroxham?

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Dear Sir/Madam,
Please find attached a copy of a letter from Norman Lamb MP for the attention of LGBCE. Please find below a copy of
the email mentioned in Norman's letter.
With kind regards,
Carol Lunney
Office of the Rt Hon Norman Lamb MP
________________________________________
From: Maggie Philipps
Sent: 27 January 2017 09:41
To: "LAMB, Norman"
Subject: Merging of parishes Neatishead/Hoveton
Dear Mr. Lamb,
I was alarmed to discover that the government is merging the parish of Neatishead with Hoveton/Wroxham.
How did this happen without consultation?
The reasons why I wish to object to this merging are:
* Neatishead is a strongly rural parish and has nothing in common with Hoveton or Wroxham. Alderfen Broad
(managed by the Norfolk Wildlife Trust) is a testament to the parish's rural nature.
* The parish has been strongly linked with the parishes of Barton and Irstead for over 400 years.
* The idea goes against the geography and history of the parish - we are on the river Ant which has its source at
Antingham.
* Our neighbouring parishes - with which we are very close as a community (Barton and Irstead) will be separated
from us. Our parish magazine the NIB Neatishead, Irstead and Barton parish magazine is a testament to the strong
links between those parishes.
* It will weaken the parishes of Barton and Irstead if Neatishead is removed from the community - fewer people will be
available to run things like a Barton/Irstead parish magazine, the local community shop etc.
* What will happen to our village hall, located in Neatishead? It is the centre of the community for the three parishes.
Will Barton and Irstead have no village hall?
* Neatishead comes under the North Norfolk District Council so presumably the merger will mean us being transferred
to Broadland District council.
* Being cynical, I suspect that the merger will ultimately result in the urbanisation of Neatishead - with plots of land
being granted planning permission and consequently double-decker bus routes through Neatishead being approved,
our lovely characteristic village lanes will gradually widen with the increased traffic and this will inevitably be followed
by the introduction of concrete curbs, pavements, and street lighting. Our village will be destroyed.
* Residents should have been consulted.
* We are part of the Broads National Park and the urbanisation of the parish will detrimentally effect this areas's
attraction for visitors.
* Even our phone code (01692) is a testament to the historical links of the parishes of Neatishead, Barton and Irstead.
1

Yours,
M Philipps (
Sent from Outlookhttp://aka.ms/weboutlook
UK Parliament Disclaimer: This e-mail is confidential to the intended recipient. If you have received it in error, please
notify the sender and delete it from your system. Any unauthorised use, disclosure, or copying is not permitted. This
e-mail has been checked for viruses, but no liability is accepted for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by
this e-mail. This e-mail address is not secure, is not encrypted and should not be used for sensitive data.@live.com>
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Comment text:

Regarding the proposal to reduce the number of councillors in Lancaster North from two to one:
It is intended to build 78 houses at Brick Kiln Farm, off Rudham Stile Lane within the next two
years. It is also intended to develop the land between Rudham Stile Lane and the bypass to the
north for a further up to 950 houses over the next 10 years (Grove Gardens) in accordance
with NNDC's plan to make Fakenham a major growth town. With over 1000 houses to be built
one can assume that the new electorate for Lancaster North will swell by at least 1700, thus
almost doubling the present number of 1835. (My figure of 1700 is a guess - official statistics
will no doubt show how many electors on average are represented by 1028 houses). To propose
reducing the number of councillors in Lancaster North from two to one therefore seems to be
shortsighted in the extreme. By the time the next election is held in 2019 no doubt the initial
work will have started. If the proposal goes through, with only one councillor available, by the
time of the election following that, the Council will then have to submit a case to the Boundary
Commission for another councillor in order to restore fair representation. This would be an
unneccessary waste of the Council's time when the obvious solution is to look ahead and retain
the status quo. The Grove Gardens project envisages, inter alia, employment development
providing business, general industrial and storage space, a primary school, and retail. The skill
set required of councillors is thus not limited to solely domestic representation, but a broader
spread of knowledge is needed. While I support the general thrust of the Commission's remit to
balance boundaries within England (eg reducing the number of Parliamentary constituencies in
England to ensure a more balanced representation, and by extension reducing the number of
Councillors at the lower electoral levels), regard has to be taken of individual area needs. In
Fakenham's case the town has been designated as a major growth town - this should be
reflected in the correct proportion of councillors' representation. In my view we need to address
the future by retaining two councillors for Lancaster North. Observations about your website: it
appears to be impossible to save this on my computer. I switched my cptr off overnight, having
bookmarked my comments, intending to resume typing the next morning, but they had all
disappeared so I had to start again and try to remember what I had already said. HMRC give
the facility of saving a partially completed self assessment return so that one can resume from
where one left off. Furthermore, the font required is TINY!!

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Subject: ELECTORAL REVIEW OF NORTH NORFOLK
Dear Mr Carlsson‐Hyslop
I write to register my opposition to the commission’s proposal to separate the
administration of the neighbouring parishes of Neatishead and Barton Turf & Irstead in
terms of North Norfolk District Council’s ward changes. I recognise the broad need to review
electoral arrangements from time to time, including for North Norfolk, and have no issues in
principle with the generic aims you apply to the pattern of wards. But at local level in the
case of the three villages of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead, the conclusions you have
reached which have led to this proposal are wholly inappropriate.
I am writing as a resident of Neatishead and members of the local WISE and Knit & Stitch
Groups
My views are based on the following.


There is an intensely strong level of community identity (an aim of the Boundary
Commission) across the three villages, fostered over many generations. This identity is
arguably more vital today in a world where support provided by residents to each other
can help reduce the strain on the services provided by central and local government.
The evidence of this community identity is vast and varied.
o The links between the three villages (current two parishes) have long been
intertwined. This has been documented in particular through the work of The
Neatishead, Irstead and Barton Community Heritage Group which won a Lottery
award to fund significant research on the life and times of residents through the
first world war.
o The Church Benefice covers the three villages together and has done so for many
years. The parish magazine is called the NIB (Neatishead, Irstead and Barton)
News.
o There is one local primary school with pupils drawn from across the three villages, an
active PTA and involvement in community‐wide activity.
o There has long been one community hall serving the three villages. Its hugely
successful recent replacement is as a result of the collaboration of massive
voluntary effort from residents across the community in fundraising, design and
building. It is now managed by a committee for the benefit of local residents, is the
meeting place for many of the community groups and is heavily booked. Last
month saw the new year Big Community Breakfast and there is a monthly farmers’
market.
o The community shop is owned by local residents in the three villages and run by
volunteers both on the committee, in the shop itself and behind the scenes. Not
only does it provide an important convenience store for the community but it is
also the focal point for communications about activities and for ticket selling for
local events.
o The range of active community groups is vast, relative to the size of the population
including
 the Community Gym














the Gardening Club
the Village Screen
an Arts Group
a WI
Friends and Neighbours
Knit and Stitch (part of the wider Norfolk Knitters movement)
the cricket club
the bowls club
the WISE ladies club
NABS (amateur dramatics society)
the choral society
The three villages Community Heritage Group

The vast majority of the membership of the committees that run these activities and the
many participants that enjoy them is consistently drawn from the three villages
together.
This degree of community identity is as a result of members of all three villages working
together on many projects over the years – and they will continue to do so.




Geography. Not only would the proposed boundary change separate Neatishead parish
from that of Barton Turf and Irstead at district level, thereby splitting up what is
currently a tight‐knit cohesive community, but it would split Barton Turf and Irstead too.
Neatishead is the village in the middle of the community – the only other route between
Irstead and Barton Turf being by water.
Representation. The proposed boundary change would result in people in the
community around Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead being represented by two
different District Councillors. This would this make the delivery of future local
community projects and activities much harder.
o Councillor support has been vital in delivering many of the historical successes and
social ventures. Having one District Councillor with a real understanding of the
needs of our tight‐knit rural community, and the opportunities that are available to
its residents, has proved successful in supporting the community to achieve all that
is has achieved to date.
o In contrast, two representatives over the three villages would make working with
external agencies much more complicated. And they would struggle in trying to
merge the interests of a split rural community with the very different issues of the
neighbouring areas. This would only serve to threaten the ongoing success of the
three villages in combatting social isolation and providing local support.

The three villages – and two parishes ‐ of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead have worked
together over many years as a well represented, cohesive, supportive community I feel
most strongly that the Commission’s proposal threatens all that has been achieved to date
and could be achieved in future.
In reporting on your consultation exercise I would be grateful if you would include this
response in the number you have received from residents in the area. Thank you.
Yours sincerely
Daphne Pritchard,

Sent: Friday, January 27, 2017 9:28 AM
To: review@lgbce.org.uk
Subject: ELECTORAL REVIEW OF NORTH NORFOLK

Dear Mr Carlsson‐Hyslop
Subject: ELECTORAL REVIEW OF NORTH NORFOLK
We are writing to register our opposition to the Commission’s proposal to change the Neatishead, Barton
Turf, Irstead and Horning ward boundary by amalgamating Neatishead with Hoveton.
We can understand that, from an electoral point of view, there may be a need to reduce District Councillor
numbers and to equalise the population in each ward; however at grass roots level, in the case of the
three villages of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead, the conclusions you have reached will cut across your
objective and definition of community identity and will fragment a cohesive community who have
supported each other and worked together over many years to provide an exceptional village environment
which is the envy of many of our friends and colleagues.
You state that a good pattern of wards should ‘reflect community interests and identities and include
evidence of community links’. We have based our comments below on your definition of community
identity:
Interests:
As residents of Neatishead for 35 years we have never had any links with Hoveton, and cannot see how a
rural village and an expanding urban environment could have many issues in common and, if proceeded
with, this proposal could actually double the workload of the District Councillor who would have to
represent two completely different types of community.
Facilities:
During our residency here, we have seen Neatishead emerge as a social hub for the many clubs and
societies which are actively supported by residents from Barton, Irstead and Horning.
Indeed, the New Victory Hall in Neatishead is used extensively for group and club meetings and events; the
White Horse public house is supported by residents and tourists from surrounding villages; and the White
1

House Stores – our community shop – is a focal point for informal communication between neighbours, at
the same time as providing a service that is rarely found in villages these days.
Church services in the Benefice of St Benedict take place on a rotation basis at Barton Turf, Horning,
Neatishead and Irstead.
Community groups:
A local heritage group has worked hard to provide a history of the three villages of Neatishead, Barton Turf
and Irstead, and can demonstrate the long‐standing residential, industrial and farming links between the
villages.
The range of active community groups is amazing, and includes a community gym; a gardening club;
monthly cinema; art and crafts groups; WI; Friends and Neighbours – who organise a weekly luncheon
club and regular outings for older village residents; there is a cricket club and bowls club – and occasional
sporting events with teams from each village competing against each other; an amateur dramatics society;
and a community choir.
Transport links and identifiable boundaries:
Public transport is very limited – but services are offered to take residents from our three villages to
Wroxham, Gt Yarmouth and Norwich on a regular basis. The three villages make a geographically cohesive
unit, linked by lanes and footpaths and by the waterways of Lime Kiln Dyke, Barton Broad and Irstead
Shoals; and it is easy to travel from one village to another by boat, bicycle or on foot.
It is essential to have a car to travel to Hoveton from Neatishead as the direct link to Hoveton is via a very
busy main road.
I hope you will take our very real concerns into account before finalising your proposals – as we believe
merging Neatishead with Hoveton ward will be detrimental to our village culture and identity and its
relationship with its neighbouring villages of Barton Turf and Irstead.
If it is deemed essential to redefine these boundaries, we would request that the Commission considers
keeping the three villages together as one unit, and within a rural – rather than urban ward – where we
feel our interests would be better served.
In reporting on your consultation exercise I would be grateful if you would withhold our personal details.
Thank you.
Yours sincerely
W

Rhodes
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Comment text:
If Fakenham is as proposed to be a major growth town and the largest proportion of this
growth will be in Fakenham North it is imperative that we have enough district councillors to
represent us. It is proposed to build 78 houses at Brick Kiln Farm and a further 950 on the
arable land adjacent to it, and, in attendance with this, are all the community facilities. This
amount of houses will increase the electors from 1835 to 2875. This number exceeds the
amount allocated per councillor so it would be a waste of time and effort in the future to have
to re-do what should never have been undone in the first place. Pay attention Boundary makers
and Town planners listen to the existing electorate we need TWO District Councillors for
Fakenham North.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

North Norfolk District
Personal Details:
Name:

E-mail:

David Riddle

Postcode:

Organisation Nam

Comment text:

I object to the draft recommendation that Lancaster North should be a single member ward. I
have no problem with the suggested boundaries of the North and South wards, my concern is
about the quality of representation. Lancaster North Ward is set to become the location of a
substantial new development of housing and the population could grow by up to 3000 people
over the next decade. Planning permission is already granted for almost 200 units. It is not
feasible for a single councillor to deal effectively with the needs of the existing population of
Lancaster North alongside the challenges arising from the expected large scale development.
The pressures on social and physical infrastructure that the new development will give rise to
will make significant demands on our local representative. It is inevitable that the depth and
quality of work by one councillor for constituents will decline, and that 2 councillors are needed
at least while development is taking place and until the new communities are established.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Subject: ELECTORAL REVIEW OF NORTH NORFOLK
Dear Mr Carlsson‐Hyslop
I am writing to register my opposition to the commission’s proposal to separate the administration of the
neighbouring parishes of Neatishead and Barton Turf & Irstead in terms of North Norfolk District Council’s
ward changes. I recognise the broad need to review electoral arrangements from time to time, including
for North Norfolk, and have no issues in principle with the generic aims you apply to the pattern of wards.
But at local level in the case of the three villages of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead, the conclusions
you have reached which have led to this proposal are wholly inappropriate.
I am writing as a resident of Neatishead and a member of Neatishead White Horse Bowls Club, New
Victory Hall Indoor Bowls Club and St Peter’s Church churchyard maintenance group.
My views are based on the following.


There is an intensely strong level of community identity (an aim of the Boundary Commission) across
the three villages, fostered over many generations. This identity is arguably more vital today in a world
where support provided by residents to each other can help reduce the strain on the services provided
by central and local government.
The evidence of this community identity is vast and varied.
o

o
o
o

o

The links between the three villages (current two parishes) have long been intertwined. This has
been documented in particular through the work of The Neatishead, Irstead and Barton
Community Heritage Group which won a Lottery award to fund significant research on the life and
times of residents through the first world war.
The Church Benefice covers the three villages together and has done so for many years. The
parish magazine is called the NIB (Neatishead, Irstead and Barton) News.
There is one local primary school with pupils drawn from across the three villages, an active PTA
and involvement in community‐wide activity.
There has long been one community hall serving the three villages. Its hugely successful recent
replacement is as a result of the collaboration of massive voluntary effort from residents across
the community in fundraising, design and building. It is now managed by a committee for the
benefit of local residents, is the meeting place for many of the community groups and is heavily
booked. Last month saw the new year Big Community Breakfast and there is a monthly farmers’
market.
The community shop is owned by local residents in the three villages and run by volunteers both
on the committee, in the shop itself and behind the scenes. Not only does it provide an important
1

o

convenience store for the community but it is also the focal point for communications about
activities and for ticket selling for local events.
The range of active community groups is vast, relative to the size of the population including
 the Community Gym
 the Gardening Club
 the Village Screen
 an Arts Group
 Neatishead, Barton Turf and District Women’s Institute
 Friends and Neighbours
 Knit and Stitch (part of the wider Norfolk Knitters movement)
 the cricket club
 Neatishead White Horse Bowls Club
 New Victory Hall Indoor Bowls Club
 the WISE ladies club
 NABS (amateur dramatics society)
 the choral society

The vast majority of the membership of the committees that run these activities and the many
participants that enjoy them is consistently drawn from the three villages
This degree of community identity is as a result of members of all three villages working together on
many projects over the years – and they will continue to do so.




Geography. Not only would the proposed boundary change separate Neatishead parish from that of
Barton Turf and Irstead at district level, thereby splitting up what is currently a tight‐knit cohesive
community, but it would split Barton Turf and Irstead too. Neatishead is the village in the middle of the
community – the only other route between Irstead and Barton Turf being by water.
Representation. The proposed boundary change would result in people in the community around
Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead being represented by two different District Councillors. This would
this make the delivery of future local community projects and activities much harder.
o Councillor support has been vital in delivering many of the historical successes and social
ventures. Having one District Councillor with a real understanding of the needs of our tight‐knit
rural community, and the opportunities that are available to its residents, has proved successful in
supporting the community to achieve all that is has achieved to date.
o In contrast, two representatives over the three villages would make working with external
agencies much more complicated. And they would struggle in trying to merge the interests of a
split rural community with the very different issues of the neighbouring areas. This would only
serve to threaten the ongoing success of the three villages in combatting social isolation and
providing local support.

The three villages – and two parishes ‐ of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead have worked together over
many years as a well represented, cohesive, supportive community . I feel most strongly that the
Commission’s proposal threatens all that has been achieved to date and could be achieved in future.
In reporting on your consultation exercise I would be grateful if you would include this response in the
number you have received from residents in the area. Thank you.
Yours sincerely
John Riley
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Dear Mr Carlsson-Hyslop
You have probably received different versions of this letter from the residents who will be affected
by the suggested new electoral arrangements for North Norfolk District Council. As it so succinctly
sets out my position, I have plagiarised it and send it to you.
I am writing to register my opposition to the commission’s proposal to separate the administration of
the neighbouring parishes of Neatishead and Barton Turf & Irstead in terms of North Norfolk
District Council’s ward changes. I recognise the broad need to review electoral arrangements from
time to time, including for North Norfolk, and have no issues in principle with the generic aims you
apply to the pattern of wards. But at local level in the case of the three villages of Neatishead,
Barton Turf and Irstead, the conclusions you have reached which have led to this proposal are wholly
inappropriate.
I am writing as a resident of Neatishead, a member of the Neatishead, Barton Turf & District WI
and the Neatishead, Irstead and Barton Turf Community Heritage Group, Minutes Secretary of the
New Victory Hall Management Committee and Secretary of St Peter’s, Neatishead Parochial Church
Council - in respect of the latter two organisations, this letter only reflects my personal opinion. My
views are based on the following.


There is an intensely strong level of community identity (an aim of the Boundary Commission)
across the three villages, fostered over many generations. This identity is arguably more vital
today in a world where support provided by residents to each other can help reduce the strain on
the services provided by central and local government.

The evidence of this community identity is vast and varied.
o The links between the three villages (current two parishes) have long been intertwined.
This has been documented in particular through the work of the Neatishead, Irstead and
Barton Community Heritage Group which won a Lottery award to fund significant research
on the life and times of residents through the First World War.
o The Church Benefice covers the three villages together and has done so for many
years. The parish magazine is called the NIB (Neatishead, Irstead and Barton) News.
o There is one local primary school with pupils drawn from across the three villages, an
active PTA and involvement in community-wide activity.
o There has long been one community hall serving the three villages. Its hugely successful
recent replacement is as a result of the collaboration of massive voluntary effort from
residents across the community in fundraising, design and building. It is now managed by a
1

o

o

committee for the benefit of local residents, is the meeting place for many of the
community groups and is heavily booked. Last month saw the New Year Big Community
Breakfast and there is a monthly farmers’ market.
The community shop is owned by local residents in the three villages and run by volunteers
both on the committee, in the shop itself and behind the scenes. Not only does it provide
an important convenience store for the community but it is also the focal point for
communications about activities and for ticket selling for local events.
The range of active community groups is vast, relative to the size of the population
including
 the Community Gym
 the Gardening Club
 the Village Screen
 an Arts Group
 Neatishead, Barton Turf & District Women’s Institute
 Friends and Neighbours
 Knit and Stitch (part of the wider Norfolk Knitters movement)
 the cricket club
 Neatishead White Horse Bowls Club
 New Victory Hall Indoor Bowls Club
 the WISE ladies club
 NABS (amateur dramatics society)
 the choral society

The vast majority of the membership of the committees that run these activities and the many
participants that enjoy them is consistently drawn from the three villages
This degree of community identity is as a result of members of all three villages working together on
many projects over the years – and they will continue to do so.


Geography. Not only would the proposed boundary change separate Neatishead parish from that
of Barton Turf and Irstead at district level, thereby splitting up what is currently a tight-knit
cohesive community, but it would split Barton Turf and Irstead too. Neatishead is the village in
the middle of the community – the only other route between Irstead and Barton Turf being by
water.



Representation. The proposed boundary change would result in people in the community around
Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead being represented by two different District Councillors.
This would this make the delivery of future local community projects and activities much harder.
o Councillor support has been vital in delivering many of the historical successes and social
ventures. Having one District Councillor with a real understanding of the needs of our
tight-knit rural community, and the opportunities that are available to its residents, has
proved successful in supporting the community to achieve all that is has achieved to date.
o In contrast, two representatives over the three villages would make working with external
agencies much more complicated. And they would struggle in trying to merge the interests
of a split rural community with the very different issues of the neighbouring areas. This
would only serve to threaten the ongoing success of the three villages in combatting social
isolation and providing local support.
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The three villages – and two parishes - of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead have worked
together over many years as a well-represented, cohesive, supportive community. I feel most
strongly that the Commission’s proposal threatens all that has been achieved to date and could be
achieved in future.
In reporting on your consultation exercise I would be grateful if you would include this response in
the number you have received from residents in the area. Thank you.
Yours sincerely
Monica Riley

27 January 2017
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Comment text:
This is a totally ridiculous idea as our village of Neatishead is nearer to Horning than Hoveton
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Dear Sir,
I write as Chairman of The 3 Villages Community Association, an organisation set up to run the Village Shop in
Neatishead.
The Members of The Association are almost exclusively from Barton Turf, Irstead & Neatishead and the reason for
the Association being called what it is should therefore be quite clear.
The Village Shop provides a vital service to the residents of the 3 Villages and to the tourist trade in The Norfolk
Broads.
The idea of The Three Villages being torn apart for political boundary reasons is obnoxious. Barton Turf and
Neatishead appear in The Domesday Book, at which time Irstead was joined to and part of Barton Turf as Barton
Broad had not yet been created.
The New Victory Hall, The White Horse pub and The Village Shop have all been recently restored and have
enormously reinvigorated the life of the 3 villages community.
If it’s not broke, don’t fix it.
Please, leave well alone.
David Skinner
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Dear Sir,
We would like to add our support to those who are objecting to separating Barton Turf from Neatishead parish in
the boundary review.
The three villages including Irstead strongly identify with each other. The guidance on where to draw boundaries
suggests that communities should not be split but kept within the same area.
We have owned a property in Barton Turf for 23 years and spent a considerable amount of time there. We will be
full time residents there within a few months.
We make frequent use of the pub and shop in Neatishead and regard them as our local facility. There has never
been a pub in Barton Turf and the shop closed many years ago. We have shares in the Three Villages Community
Association.
We make use of the swimming facility at the Barn in Neatishead with our grandchildren during holiday time. We also
regard the Neatishead Village community centre as our local centre for a wide range of activities. We make a
monthly contribution to its up keep and have done so since it was redeveloped and enlarged to serve the wider
area.
We would evidence the regular editions of the NIB newsletter covering the three parishes, with contributions across
all three communities, that they identify together and should be treated as a joint and single community.
We would not think there is a well defined feature which divides Barton Turf and Neatishead which is another
aspect of the guidance for drawing up revised boundaries. St Michaels Church at Barton Turf is closer to many
houses in Neatishead than it is to those in Barton Turf. Some of the houses adjacent to Neatishead are regarded as
being in Barton Turf. Roads around Barton Turf focus more on Neatishead than any other settlement.
Please reconsider this matter and keep Neatishead and Barton Turf in the same electoral area.
Yours sincerely,
Alan and Shelagh Smith
Sent from my iPad
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The proposal that affects our local community is to separate Neatishead parish from
Barton Turf
and Irstead parish and amalgamate it with Hoveton
Dear Ladies and Gentlemen, As residents of Neatishead parish for the past 23 years we would like to lodge
our objections for the above
proposal.
Your department is based in London and we would assume that you have done a thorough study on this
area of North Norfolk and the
areas under discussion?

Hoveton priorities residential, retail and holiday usage
Large Retail Shopping centre
Street lighting
Large Theme Park (Bewilderwood)
Highways – A1151 bisecting this town
3 Rivers Cycle Path – maintenance required
Hoveton Railway station
Public toilets
New building developments associated with crime issues
Bus companies
Police Station

Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead parishes
Would like improvement to bus service which would help in travel to Hoveton centre and surrounding
schools and colleges
Community shop excellent a real hub of the villages.
Village Pub also a hub of the villages.
Would like Post Office facilities.
Roads into and around the villages narrow rural B roads expensive to develop.
Parish councillors’ liaise with the local farming community whose lands surround all of the villages.
District Councillor and County Councillor act on our behalf in a very professional way and have a close
working partnership with the North Norfolk MP Norman Lamb
If boundary changes are to be made as is already happening in devolved councils and constituencies.
Linking with Stalham would make more sense than Hoveton
Catherine and David Smith
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Dear Mr Carlsson‐Hyslop
I am writing to register my opposition to the commission’s proposal to separate the administration of the
neighbouring parishes of Neatishead and Barton Turf & Irstead in terms of North Norfolk District Council’s
ward changes. I recognise the broad need to review electoral arrangements from time to time, including
for North Norfolk, and have no issues in principle with the generic aims you apply to the pattern of wards.
But at local level in the case of the three villages of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead, the conclusions
you have reached which have led to this proposal are wholly inappropriate.
I am writing as a members and shareholder in The Three Villages Community Association Ltd.
My views are based on the following.


There is an intensely strong level of community identity (an aim of the Boundary Commission) across
the three villages, fostered over many generations. This identity is arguably more vital today in a world
where support provided by residents to each other can help reduce the strain on the services provided
by central and local government.
The evidence of this community identity is vast and varied.
o

o
o
o

o

o

The links between the three villages (current two parishes) have long been intertwined. This has
been documented in particular through the work of The Neatishead, Irstead and Barton
Community Heritage Group which won a Lottery award to fund significant research on the life and
times of residents through the first world war.
The Church Benefice covers the three villages together and has done so for many years. The
parish magazine is called the NIB (Neatishead, Irstead and Barton) News.
There is one local primary school with pupils drawn from across the three villages, an active PTA
and involvement in community‐wide activity.
There has long been one community hall serving the three villages. Its hugely successful recent
replacement is as a result of the collaboration of massive voluntary effort from residents across
the community in fundraising, design and building. It is now managed by a committee for the
benefit of local residents, is the meeting place for many of the community groups and is heavily
booked. Last month saw the new year Big Community Breakfast and there is a monthly farmers’
market.
The community shop is owned by local residents in the three villages and run by volunteers both
on the committee, in the shop itself and behind the scenes. Not only does it provide an important
convenience store for the community but it is also the focal point for communications about
activities and for ticket selling for local events.
The range of active community groups is vast, relative to the size of the population including






the Community Gym
the Gardening Club
the Village Screen
an Arts Group
a WI
1

 Friends and Neighbours
 Knit and Stitch (part of the wider Norfolk Knitters movement)
 the cricket club
 the bowls club
 the WISE ladies club
 NABS (amateur dramatics society)
 the choral society
The vast majority of the membership of the committees that run these activities and the many
participants that enjoy them is consistently drawn from the three villages together.
This degree of community identity is as a result of members of all three villages working together on
many projects over the years – and they will continue to do so.




Geography. Not only would the proposed boundary change separate Neatishead parish from that of
Barton Turf and Irstead at district level, thereby splitting up what is currently a tight‐knit cohesive
community, but it would split Barton Turf and Irstead too. Neatishead is the village in the middle of the
community – the only other route between Irstead and Barton Turf being by water.
Representation. The proposed boundary change would result in people in the community around
Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead being represented by two different District Councillors. This would
this make the delivery of future local community projects and activities much harder.
o

o

Councillor support has been vital in delivering many of the historical successes and social
ventures. Having one District Councillor with a real understanding of the needs of our tight‐knit
rural community, and the opportunities that are available to its residents, has proved successful in
supporting the community to achieve all that is has achieved to date.
In contrast, two representatives over the three villages would make working with external
agencies much more complicated. And they would struggle in trying to merge the interests of a
split rural community with the very different issues of the neighbouring areas. This would only
serve to threaten the ongoing success of the three villages in combatting social isolation and
providing local support.

The three villages – and two parishes ‐ of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead have worked together over
many years as a well represented, cohesive, supportive community . I feel most strongly that the
Commission’s proposal threatens all that has been achieved to date and could be achieved in future.
In reporting on your consultation exercise I would be grateful if you would include this response in the
number you have received from residents in the area but withhold my name. Thank you.
Yours sincerely
S.A.Smith
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Comment text:

i have the following concerns with what is being proposed , Democracy- fair representation?
Single & double member wards causes unfair representation & is clearly undemocratic that a
voter has two votes & two representatives representing 5% of the District council. Whereas a
neighbour in the same district only has one vote representing 2.5% of the council. Therefore a
council to have fair representation should be all single member or double member wards & not
mixed. Ward representation The Commission is clearly only looking at total population per ward
& not the accessibility (rural sparsity) example – a town ward member would take 10-15
minutes to walk around their ward whereas some of the proposed rural wards would take at
least 20mins in a car to do the same. This should be taken into consideration when drawing up
new boundaries and not just population. Community connection within wards At present the
district wards fit within county wards, new proposal will put the wards all over the place losing
connection between district & county in the wards. Parish connection One of the worst examples
is the proposal for the new Trunch ward. The villages of felmingham and Trunch have never
had a boundary /community before . For example no church or drainage board connections.
This new ward is a complete anomaly. Also there is the question of the poor physical
connection of small back roads and lanes which make representation very difficult. Why change?
One of the main reasons to reduce councillor numbers was that a number of existing councillors
where not regularly attending meetings & therefore the council ran with less members. Poor
attendance is not an excuse to reduce representation. Even with forty councillor’s poor
attendance can still be a problem.
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Comment text:

I am writing with concerns that you plan to build over 900 houses in North Lancaster
(Fakenham) with the reduction in councillors with less say to future proposals. There is the
suggestion that these houses are for commuters to Cambridge or Norwich! Not local people. We
have just moved from an area where the local city (Derby) needed more housing so nearby
towns have to take the strain in the healthcare and schooling and we have seen the
consequence's in the amount of lack of space within the cramming in of modern houses. More
noise and problems with the increase in cars on an already busy roads that weren't designed to
take this onslaught. Can the secondary school take the possibility of 100+ more students? I am
also astounded in the lack of community leisure space in Fakenham. In Derbyshire I had 5
parks within 10 miles to walk, jog or cycle. Fakenham has NOTHING and yet you plan to cram
more houses in. Why on earth do you plan such devastating effects on a local community where
10 houses in every village would have such a less impact. The town has very little in the form
of modern conveniences unlike the rest of the country like the lack of high street shops and
eating establishments. Please consider the whole package before you just "shove" more houses
in to meet targets and please let us keep our councillors to let us keep our say. With regards.
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Subject: ELECTORAL REVIEW OF NORTH NORFOLK Dear Mr Carlsson-Hyslop l am writing to
register my opposition to the commission’s proposal to separate the administration of the
neighbouring parishes of Neatishead and Barton Turf & Irstead in terms of North Norfolk District
Council’s ward changes. I recognise the broad need to review electoral arrangements from time
to time, including for North Norfolk, and have no issues in principle with the generic aims you
apply to the pattern of wards. But at local level in the case of the three villages of Neatishead,
Barton Turf and Irstead, the conclusions you have reached which have led to this proposal are
wholly inappropriate. I am writing as a resident of Neatishead and members of various local
groups. My views are based on the following. • There is an intensely strong level of community
identity (an aim of the Boundary Commission) across the three villages, fostered over many
generations. This identity is arguably more vital today in a world where support provided by
residents to each other can help reduce the strain on the services provided by central and local
government. The evidence of this community identity is vast and varied. o The links between
the three villages (current two parishes) have long been intertwined. This has been documented
in particular through the work of The Neatishead, Irstead and Barton Community Heritage Group
which won a Lottery award to fund significant research on the life and times of residents
through the first world war. o The Church Benefice covers the three villages together and has
done so for many years. The parish magazine is called the NIB (Neatishead, Irstead and
Barton) News. o There is one local primary school with pupils drawn from across the three
villages, an active PTA and involvement in community-wide activity. o There has long been one
community hall serving the three villages. Its hugely successful recent replacement is as a
result of the collaboration of massive voluntary effort from residents across the community in
fundraising, design and building. It is now managed by a committee for the benefit of local
residents, is the meeting place for many of the community groups and is heavily booked. Last
month saw the new year Big Community Breakfast and there is a monthly farmers’ market. o
The community shop is owned by local residents in the three villages and run by volunteers
both on the committee, in the shop itself and behind the scenes. Not only does it provide an
important convenience store for the community but it is also the focal point for communications
about activities and for ticket selling for local events. o The range of active community groups
is vast, relative to the size of the population including ▪ the Community Gym ▪ the Gardening
Club ▪ the Village Screen ▪ an Arts Group ▪ a WI ▪ Friends and Neighbours ▪ Knit and Stitch
(part of the wider Norfolk Knitters movement) ▪ the cricket club ▪ the bowls club ▪ the WISE
ladies club ▪ NABS (amateur dramatics society) ▪ the choral society The vast majority of the
membership of the committees that run these activities and the many participants that enjoy
them is consistently drawn from the three villages together. As a member of the WI, Gardening
group, Wise Ladies, Village Screen I know that there are 90 members, of which nearly all live
in Barton and Irstead and in Neatishead. This degree of community identity is as a result of
members of all three villages working together on many projects over the years – and they will
continue to do so. • Geography. Not only would the proposed boundary change separate
Neatishead parish from that of Barton Turf and Irstead at district level, thereby splitting up
what is currently a tight-knit cohesive community, but it would split Barton Turf and Irstead
too. Neatishead is the village in the middle of the community – the only other route between
Irstead and Barton Turf being by water. • Representation. The proposed boundary change would

result in people in the community around Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead being represented
by two different District Councillors. This would this make the delivery of future local community
projects and activities much harder. o Councillor support has been vital in delivering many of
the historical successes and social ventures. Having one District Councillor with a real
understanding of the needs of our tight-knit rural community, and the opportunities that are
available to its residents, has proved successful in supporting the community to achieve all that
is has achieved to date. o In contrast, two representatives over the three villages would make
working with external agencies much more complicated. And they would struggle in trying to
merge the interests of a split rural community with the very different issues of the neighbouring
areas. This would only serve to threaten the ongoing success of the three villages in combatting
social isolation and providing local support. The three villages – and two parishes - of
Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead have worked together over many years as a well
represented, cohesive, supportive community . I/we feel most strongly that the Commission’s
proposal threatens all that has been achieved to date and could be achieved in future. In
reporting on your consultation exercise I would be grateful if you would include this response in
the number you have received from residents in the area but withhold my name. Thank you.
Yours sincerely Shelagh Tyrell
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From: colin vogel <
Date: 11 January 2017 10:03:59 GMT
To: reviews@Igbce.org.uk
Subject: Fakenham Lancaster North
In my opinion it would be an act of folly to reduce the representation of a town at the very
moment that the planning process is starting to increase its size by 2-3000.It is true that at
some time in the future the process could be reversed, but that would require the whole
process of boundary changes in NNDC to be revisited again from scratch to redistribute the
councillors.
If there are too many councillors at NNDC then any reduction should come from stationary
or decreasing populations not expanding ones. It is obvious that new populations require
extra resources e.g to ensure that the developers fulfil all their long term responsibilities, to
ensure that the provisions of services in general are carried through etc.
Colin Vogel
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Comment text:

Dear Review Officer I have been made aware that there are plans to reduce the number of
councillors to represent our area, this is unacceptable, we are in an area of dramatic growth
and we as a community need to have access to councillors willing to help and support us and
by reducing the numbers it will have an impact on our future. I personally have needed greatly
the help of councillors recently and I am pleased they had the time to deal with my problems
and help me resolve these issues, if there was not so many councillors available to deal with
such problems then I am sure I would have not had the help I needed so badly. I would urge
you to value the work these councillors do and keep there posts open. Many thank for your
time on this matter. Tamara Walker. Fakenham
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ELECTORAL REVIEW OF NORTH NORFOLK
Dear Mr Carlsson‐Hyslop
We are writing to register our opposition to the commission’s proposal to separate the
administration of the neighbouring parishes of Neatishead and Barton Turf & Irstead in
terms of North Norfolk District Council’s ward changes. We recognise the broad need to
review electoral arrangements from time to time, including for North Norfolk, and have no
issues in principle with the generic aims you apply to the pattern of wards. But at local level
in the case of the three villages of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead, the conclusions you
have reached which have led to this proposal are wholly inappropriate.
We are writing as residents of Barton Turf and members of the local churches and other
clubs.
Our views are based on the following.


There is an intensely strong level of community identity (an aim of the Boundary
Commission) across the three villages, fostered over many generations. This identity is
arguably more vital today in a world where support provided by residents to each other
can help reduce the strain on the services provided by central and local government.
The evidence of this community identity is vast and varied.
o The links between the three villages (current two parishes) have long been
intertwined. This has been documented in particular through the work of The
Neatishead, Irstead and Barton Community Heritage Group which won a Lottery
award to fund significant research on the life and times of residents through the
first world war.
o The Church Benefice covers the three villages together and has done so for many
years. The parish magazine is called the NIB (Neatishead, Irstead and Barton)
News.
o There is one local primary school with pupils drawn from across the three villages, an
active Friends of Neatishead School and involvement in community‐wide activity.
o There has long been one community hall serving the three villages. Its hugely
successful recent replacement is as a result of the collaboration of massive
voluntary effort from residents across the community in fundraising, design and
building. It is now managed by a committee for the benefit of local residents, is the
meeting place for many of the community groups and is heavily booked. Last
month saw the new year Big Community Breakfast and there is a monthly farmers’
market.
o The community shop is owned by local residents in the three villages and run by
volunteers both on the committee, in the shop itself and behind the scenes. Not
only does it provide an important convenience store for the community but it is
also the focal point for communications about activities and for ticket selling for
local events.
o The range of active community groups is vast, relative to the size of the population
including
 the Community Gym
 the Gardening Club
 the Village Screen











an Arts Group
a WI
Friends and Neighbours
Knit and Stitch (part of the wider Norfolk Knitters movement)
the cricket club
the bowls club
the WISE ladies club
NABS (amateur dramatics society)
the choral society

The vast majority of the membership of the committees that run these activities and the
many participants that enjoy them is consistently drawn from the three villages
together. This degree of community identity is as a result of members of all three
villages working together on many projects over the years – and they will continue to do
so.




Geography. Not only would the proposed boundary change separate Neatishead parish
from that of Barton Turf and Irstead at district level, thereby splitting up what is
currently a tight‐knit cohesive community, but it would split Barton Turf and Irstead too.
Neatishead is the village in the middle of the community – the only other route between
Irstead and Barton Turf being by water.
Representation. The proposed boundary change would result in people in the
community around Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead being represented by two
different District Councillors. This would this make the delivery of future local
community projects and activities much harder.
o Councillor support has been vital in delivering many of the historical successes and
social ventures. Having one District Councillor with a real understanding of the
needs of our tight‐knit rural community, and the opportunities that are available to
its residents, has proved successful in supporting the community to achieve all that
is has achieved to date.
o In contrast, two representatives over the three villages would make working with
external agencies much more complicated. And they would struggle in trying to
merge the interests of a split rural community with the very different issues of the
neighbouring areas. This would only serve to threaten the ongoing success of the
three villages in combatting social isolation and providing local support.

The three villages – and two parishes ‐ of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead have worked
together over many years as a well represented, cohesive, supportive community We feel
most strongly that the Commission’s proposal threatens all that has been achieved to date
and could be achieved in future.
In reporting on your consultation exercise I would be grateful if you would include this
response in the number you have received from residents in the area but withhold my
personal details.
Thank you.
Yours sincerely
David and Lynne Wall

PROPOSED BOUNDARY CHANGE AFFECTING NEATISHEAD, IRSTEAD AND BARTON TURF VILLAGES
Subject: ELECTORAL REVIEW OF NORTH NORFOLK
Dear Mr Carlsson‐Hyslop
I am writing to register my opposition to the commission’s proposal to separate the administration of the
neighbouring parishes of Neatishead and Barton Turf & Irstead in terms of North Norfolk District Council’s
ward changes. [I/we] recognise the broad need to review electoral arrangements from time to time,
including for North Norfolk, and have no issues in principle with the generic aims you apply to the pattern
of wards. But at local level in the case of the three villages of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead, the
conclusions you have reached which have led to this proposal are wholly inappropriate.
I am writing as a resident of Neatishead and a member of NABS and a Trustee and Chairman of the
Premises Group of the New Victory Hall .
My views are based on the following.


There is an intensely strong level of community identity (an aim of the Boundary Commission) across
the three villages, fostered over many generations. This identity is arguably more vital today in a world
where support provided by residents to each other can help reduce the strain on the services provided
by central and local government.
The evidence of this community identity is vast and varied.
o

o
o
o

o

The links between the three villages (current two parishes) have long been intertwined. This has
been documented in particular through the work of The Neatishead, Irstead and Barton
Community Heritage Group which won a Lottery award to fund significant research on the life and
times of residents through the first world war.
The Church Benefice covers the three villages together and has done so for many years. The
parish magazine is called the NIB (Neatishead, Irstead and Barton) News.
There is one local primary school with pupils drawn from across the three villages, an active PTA
and involvement in community‐wide activity.
There has long been one community hall serving the three villages. Its hugely successful recent
replacement is as a result of the collaboration of massive voluntary effort from residents across
the community in fundraising, design and building. It is now managed by a committee for the
benefit of local residents, is the meeting place for many of the community groups and is heavily
booked. Last month saw the new year Big Community Breakfast and there is a monthly farmers’
market.
The community shop is owned by local residents in the three villages and run by volunteers both
on the committee, in the shop itself and behind the scenes. Not only does it provide an important
1

o

convenience store for the community but it is also the focal point for communications about
activities and for ticket selling for local events.
The range of active community groups is vast, relative to the size of the population including
 the Community Gym
 the Gardening Club
 the Village Screen
 an Arts Group
 a WI
 Friends and Neighbours
 Knit and Stitch (part of the wider Norfolk Knitters movement)
 the cricket club
 the bowls club
 the WISE ladies club
 NABS (amateur dramatics society)
 the choral society

The vast majority of the membership of the committees that run these activities and the many
participants that enjoy them is consistently drawn from the three villages together.




Geography. Not only would the proposed boundary change separate Neatishead parish from that of
Barton Turf and Irstead at district level, thereby splitting up what is currently a tight‐knit cohesive
community, but it would split Barton Turf and Irstead too. Neatishead is the village in the middle of the
community – the only other route between Irstead and Barton Turf being by water.
Representation. The proposed boundary change would result in people in the community around
Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead being represented by two different District Councillors. This would
this make the delivery of future local community projects and activities much harder.
o Councillor support has been vital in delivering many of the historical successes and social
ventures. Having one District Councillor with a real understanding of the needs of our tight‐knit
rural community, and the opportunities that are available to its residents, has proved successful in
supporting the community to achieve all that is has achieved to date.
o In contrast, two representatives over the three villages would make working with external
agencies much more complicated. And they would struggle in trying to merge the interests of a
split rural community with the very different issues of the neighbouring areas. This would only
serve to threaten the ongoing success of the three villages in combatting social isolation and
providing local support.

The three villages – and two parishes ‐ of Neatishead, Barton Turf and Irstead have worked together over
many years as a well represented, cohesive, supportive community . I feel most strongly that the
Commission’s proposal threatens all that has been achieved to date and could be achieved in future.
In reporting on your consultation exercise I would be grateful if you would include this response in the
number you have received from residents in the area but withhold my name. Thank you.
Yours sincerely,
Chris Walls
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Dear Mr Carlsson-Hyslop

I am writing to object to the moving of boundaries and amalgamation of Neatishead and
Hoverton Parish Councils.
Neatishead has long had its own Parish Council that effectively supports the views of our
local community. Hoverton is larger and some distance away and our wishes and issues are
significantly different.
Neatishead is one of three villages, Barton Turf and Irstead, that have worked closely
together successfully for generations and have close community links with shared village
Eco Hall, Village Community Shop and Pub. To have our concerns determined by a distant
and more urban setting than that we enjoy would seriously damage our collective future and
submerse our wishes and issues with matters of little concern to us.
Our housing and planning needs are significantly different to those of Hoverton. You only
have to look at recent Hoverton Housing development to realise this.
We enjoy a rural location with tourism particular to where we are and areas of significant
conservation needs.
The urge to save money by amalgamation of councils is counter productive to our needs and
would seriously damage what hitherto has been a thriving local democracy.
B. Wigglesworth ( Retired Headmaster, ex local parish councillor or and member of the shop
committee of the Three Villages Community Association Ltd.)
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Dear Sir/Madam,
I have just discovered that there is a proposal to reduce the number of councillors in the Fakenham ward from 2 to
only 1.
Given that the town is due to expand, with a development of over 900 houses starting next year, the Lancaster
North ward is due to increase by 2 ‐ 3000 people. In these circumstances, it seems undemocratic to reduce the
representation of local people on the district council. Surely, this is a time for local voices to be heard in order for
the successful expansion of the town.
I feel that the current plans to reduce the number of councillors cannot be justified, given the large expansion of the
town. The development of housing and appropriate amenities provides a real opportunity for the town and more ‐
not less ‐ local representation is required in order to make this a success.
Please acknowledge receipt of this email.
Linda Wills‐Gillings
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Comment text:

My reaction to these proposals is that they aren't anywhere near radical enough in terms of the
reduction in Councillors proposed. The public generally are much more willing to contact
Councils directly and in the internet have a powerful means by which to do so. There is no
longer the need there used to be for a local Councillor to act as a mouthpiece. Not only that
but North Norfolk is perhaps the area of Norfolk that has the largest proportion of second
homes. Therefore whilst there may be population growth in Wells, Cromer, Holt and North
Walsham I'd be very surprised if many of the newcomers actually make the towns their primary
residence. Local buyers have been largely priced out of the property market across much of
Norfolk, and perhaps North Norfolk in particular, so it follows the wealthy people, in many cases
with main homes elsewhere, are likely to be the main takers. Such people are probably the
least likely of all to want to engage with a Councillor. On a more general note, Norfolk with its
400+ County and District Councillors seems grossly over-represented. Cornwall has a population
a little more than half that of Norfolk and has 123 Councillors. Why, therefore, does Norfolk
need over 400 to deliver the same services, albeit on a two-tier rather than unitary basis? I'd
have thought a reduction in North Norfolk from 48 to 32 wouldn't be at all unreasonable.
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